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Violence illustrated in "Clothesline Project
MEGHAN FLAHERTY
The Ohio Coalition on Sexual
Assault sponsored the "Clothesline
Project" which visited the College
this week. The Women's Resource
Center brought the display to the
College after co-direct- or Julia
Oliverio 97 learned about this
project at a conference last spring.
This project is an interactive dis-
play about and against violence. It
serves a dual purpose, first to make
people aware of violence against
women and also to be a part of
womens' healing processes. Each
color of shirt represented a different
form of violence. The red and pink
"
shirts symbolized rape; yellow,
beige or gray shirts symbolized bat-
tery and assault; white symbolized
women who have died; purple shirts
represented women who have been
attacked because of their sexual ori-
entation, and blue and green shirts
represented survivors of incest or
childhood sexual abuse.
Overall, 75 shirts were sent to the
College, representing less than a
quarter of the total number of shirts
made since the project started in
1992. Women at the College added
49 new shirts, which will travel
around Ohio with the rest of the
display.
There was a lot of positive feed-
back; many people expressed the
desire to see the display brought
back in the future. Sarah King '97
f-- '' t,- - .;: 'i
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The Clothesline Project was on display in Lowry this week
felt her attachment to the shirts grew
as the "days progressed because
more COW people were adding their
shirts ... This is us, not them."
liana Brownstein '98 said, "I think
that it was very important for the
Clothesline Project to come here
because it gave women on this cam-
pus a voice for both anger and pain,
which is something we don't often
get a chance to da. It was empower-
ing." -
Not all reactions" were positive.
Some men laughed as they passed
and ridiculed or mocked the display
and its intentions. Still, Brownstein
said "that it is good to get all kinds
of reactions because at least it means
that people were thinking, and that
is the first step." She understands
WVN encourages giving a damn
DAWN PACKER
The succinct "Give A Damn??"
signs around campus were not posted
by GLB A or in response to the presi-
dential election, as some students
guessed. In actuality, the signs went
up to promote Wooster Volunteer
Network's "??Give A Damn!! A
Celebration of Service," which en-
couraged awareness and action on
the part of Wooster students in a
three-da- y series of events. Emily
Durway '97 and Nicole St Lawrence
99 were instrumental in organizing
the activities, according to Bilal
Zuberi '99, co-cha- ir of WVN.
In addition to advocating service
and a sense of community, the week
helped students "realize that WVN
is not just an office in some corner,"
Zuberi said. He felt that the re-
sponse was "amazing" and was es-
pecially pleased that "program
houses and their coordinators partici-
pated well," since there has histori-
cally been a gulf between program-hous- e
volunteers and those under the
"umbrella organization" of WVN.
Tuesday night's Soup and Bread
was the starting point, when campus
volunteers were recognized during
dinner. Later that evening, Eric Aft,
the new director of the Wooster
United Way, discussed the meaning
and benefits of service with con-
cerned students in Lowry Pit. Ac-
cording to Zuberi, Aft has been
"heavily involved in the volunteer
community." He will add a "new
dimension," particularly with his in-dep- th
studies of Wayne County and
Wooster. Zuberi said that Aft's
ideas center on making problems
appear real to potential volunteers
by giving the example of a hungry
child. Hearing that 17 percent of the
county's children live in poverty
may have little effect on a listener,
but knowing that "there is a boy
named Josh who is hungry" may
encourage more action.
Wednesday offered opportunities
to get involved, "at hand, right here,"
Zuberi said, with WVN representa-
tives signing up volunteers to work
in the Wooster Soup Kitchen
throughout the day. During lunch.
College community members made
"Have a Good Day" cards which
WVN plans to put on Thanksgiving
breakfast trays at an area nursing
home and a home for children. In
less than two hours, over 200 cards
were made. Participants were varied,
"from the Directory of Security Joe
Kirk to professors," Zuberi said.
Yesterday, in an event sponsored
by Career Services, Peace Corps
recruiters interviewed interested stu-
dents. The week's events concluded
with a Peace Corps information ses-
sion, offering an option for "how to
get involved after college life,"
Zuberi said.
An ongoing project that was high-
lighted by the "Give A Damn" pub-
licity is Ujamaa's school kit project.
Esther Ndichu '99, chairofUjamaa,
said that the group contacted the
Mennonite CentraCommittee early
in the semester to find out about
possible volunteer opportunities.
Since "Ujamaa is an organization
please see WVN GIVES A
DAMN, page 3
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photo by Melinda Forrest
that the display made people ner-
vous, but its "purpose was not to
shock" but to educate and heal.
Oliverio was "incredibly happy
about the number of women who
responded by making shirts," be-
cause so many women were strong
enough to claim what had happened
to them, and that is the first step in
the healing process.
Publication
woes aired
in open pit
ALLEN WARD
At Monday's Publication Com-
mittee open forum, students voiced
their opinions on the College's stu-
dent publications. Talk centered
on the Index and the task of find-
ing a new editor for the yearbook
after the recent resignation of
Nicole Dodds '99.
Carolyn Durham, chair ot the
Publications Committee, opened
the meeting. She introduced the
other members of the Committee
and outlined its responsibilities,
which include appointing editors,
overseeing budgets, and loosely
supervising the College's three
student publications: the Voice,
the Goliard, and the Index
Durham then opened the floor to
comments. Publication commit-
tee member Bilal Zuberi 99 said
"there is apathy on campus ... and
a lack of student interest" in the
yearbook. Dodds said that "a lot
of students involve ... themselves
in activities that will benefit them
when they are here... and that pro-
duce immediate results." James
please see PUBLICATIONS
COMMITTEE, page 3
Extended cardkey hours
These are the result cf the votes taken to decide
extended key card hours. Extended hours are defined
as 1 a m. on weekdays and 2 a.m. on weekends.
Andrews
Armington
Babcock
Bissman
Compton
Douglass
Holden
Kenarden
Luce
Stevenson
Wagner
passed
passed
failed
failed
failed:
passed
passed
failed;
passed
failed
failed
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Verghese discusses small
RACHEL POPE
The 1996 Forum Series concluded
last night with Dr. Abraham
Verghese addressing an issue which
no longer carries the buzz belonging
to the Forum's standard fare of rac-
ism, environmental ism. and a plu-
ralistic conscious. Verghese. who
received a standing ovation, spoke
about AIDS in small towns.
Verghese. 'physician, professor
and Chief of Infectious Disease at
Texas Tech Medical Center in El
Paso, read selections from his novel.
"My Own CtHjniry: A EH ctor' s Story
of a Town and Its People in the Age
of AIDS." hoping to paint the audi-
ence a piciure of the emotional ef-
fects AIDS has had on a small Ten-
nessee town.
Veronese's book is now some-
thing l a self-describ- ed nostalgia.
The buz of AIDS has passed.
Verghese said, citing the fact that he
often has to remind his medical stu-
dents io put on their gloves during a
procedure. But he finished his resi-
dency in Boston during that "pe-
culiar moment of lime" when men
came into hospitals with diseases
and acute strains of pneumonia
that were not normally seen. In an
attempt to foster national commu-
nication, the phenomenon was
given a name: Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome. Verghese
was also there for the exciting
moment when the virus was iso-
lated, and then for the equally dis-
appointing one. it was discovered
that for every hospitalized patient,
there were thousands infected on
the streets.
AIDS was still relatively new
when Verghese moved to Johnson
City. Tenn.. in 1985. Colleagues
had told him that in a town of fifty
thousand he could not expect to see
more than one or two cases of AIDS
a year, so Verghese did not expect
them. He spent the beginning of his
time in Johnson City falling in
love with the place, thinking he
might raise his children there. Then
came the AIDS patients, nearly
one every month, proving his
Verghese rounds out the Forum series last night
colleague's predictions werejior- -
ribly incorrect.
While treating his patients, many
of w hom were homosexual males,
he realized that there were two vi-
ruses in the town: AIDS itself, and
the shame and secrecy of the virus.
This shame was so huge that it spilled
onto Verghese; he felt like the leader
of a Secret Society. The town did
not want to know it was a part of the
AIDS epidemic. Other doctors iso-
lated themselves from Verghese,
perfectly content to let him deal with
the eighty-plu- s HIV infected pa-
tients. He would go into stores, want-
ing to pick up a megaphone and yell,
"Attention K-M- art Shoppers,
Johnson City is part of America and
we do have AIDS."
- Verghese eventually drew atten-
tion to the AIDS epidemic in small
Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
Mo Credit Ro Job. ta Parevt-Sigx- er Ito Security Deposit!
no credit bad credit no income?
You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of The Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!
town AIDS
photo by Eric Bakken
towns by publishing an article in a
medical journal which voiced new
ideas about the spread of the disease
in claustrophobic towns like Johnson
City. Verghese proposed that the
shame and secrecy underlying small
towns drove out homosexuals to big-
ger cities where, eventually, the
AIDS virus found them. After con-
tracting the virus, they returned
home thus, the epidemic.
His book was the indirect result of
this article, for in writing the article
he found that scientific language
was too cold, too unimaginative, to
convey the pain of the sufferers and
their family. He decided to tell their
stories in a novel account. The book
has generated constant mail for
Verghese. and in the letters there is
please see VERGHESE, page 3
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Students
DANIELLE BUCKIUS
. The Thomas J. Watson Fellow-
ship Program rewards $ 1 8,000 to 60
students from 50 liberal arts col-
leges who display an interest in
studying abroad after graduation.
Four seniors awrence Bartel,
Meredith Ridl. lsti Sanford. aid
Meg Toth have had their propos-
als chosen for review by the Watson
Fellowship Program.
If selected, the participants will
conduct an independent study for an
entire year in any foreign country or
countries they choose. The only
stipulations are that they must sub-
mit quarterly progress reports and a
final report upon concluding the
Fellowship. HaoSheng96wasone
of the 60 chosen last year and is now
apprentice to a pottery maker in Ja-
pan.
Meredith Ridl. an art history ma-
jor, titled her proposal. "A Path to
Provence: Painting in the Footsteps
of Paul Cezanne." She plans to live
in France for a year to paint and taste
the life that Cezanne lived. "I knew
from the beginning I wanted to do
something with art ... It has to be
Roller new
'wavvn tAckR" - " "'
" :
The Publications Committee an-
nounced yesterday that James Koller
99 will become Editor-in-Chi- ef of
the Voice for the spring semester of
this academic year. Koller will re- -'
place Aaron Rupert 98. the current
editor-in-chie- f, who will spend the
semester studying in China.
Koller began at the Voice last year
as a staff writer but quickly became
assistant sports editor. This year he
has served as section editor for sports.
The recent turmoil within student
publications has not discouraged
Koller from the challenge of a new
position. "I believe the College is
on the way to building a strong pub-
lication base that will benefit the
campus in future years," he said.
Rupert believes that Koller will
u
Studeitt Credit Services
P.O. Box 220645
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something that you're excited about,
otherwise you'll get tired of it." Ridl
said. "I'd be excited to have a year
to work and paint without the dead-
lines that you have in school art
classes." Ridl said that living in a
foreign country for an entire year
would "be hard at first, with the
logistical problems of housing and
language ... It'll be fun but scary too
... The program gives you an oppor-
tunity to discover what you really
want to do."
As a religious studies major, Krist i
Sanford is interested in'Faith and
Development: Peruvian Based
Communities and Gandhian Activ-
ism." Sanford staled that she'd like
to "live in a couple of Peruvian-base- d
communities for six
months." She wants to spend the
other six months in a traditional
Hindu community toexplorc "what
it means for me to be there, as a
college educated woman ... and
how it will change my view of
things."
Meg Toth. an English and classi-
cal studies major, would like to ex-plea- se
see WATSON, page 3
Voice editor
"be art-ass- et in creating that Jounda- - (
'xvon. ' "f 'thi AIT James wifl do an
excel lent job next semester," he said,
"and I am very enthusiastic about
his vision for next semester's Voice."
"Even though he is a southern
male," continued Rupert, "and we
have had a bad precedent with that,
I think he will do a great job."
This vision includes a widening
of the paper's scope, Koller said. "I
look forward to working with my
staff to broaden the focus of The
Wooster Voice to include less publi-
cized campus organizations."
The application deadline for the
position of editor-in-chi- ef of the In-
dex was Wednesday. It is possible
that the Publications Committee will
release an announcement regarding
the position or the status of the year-
book itself in the coming week.
ZEE E
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Verghese
continued from page 2
a note of triumph. Verghese men-
tioned that the notion of triumph in
death might seem odd, but he ex-
plained that AIDS puts patients in
a "kind of crucible" where every-
thing intensifies, especially their
search for meaning. The triumph
comes when they find this mean-
ing. Their answers are the same,"
Verghese said. "Where does mean-
ing reside? Meaning did not reside
in good looks, or money, or repu-
tation ... but in the successful rela-
tions they had negotiated in their
lifetime, especially with their par-
ents."
In closing, Verghese read an ex-
cerpt of a letter he had received
from a woman whose son had died
of AIDS. The letter was written by
her son, to be sent to her post-
mortem. He wrote, "This last part
of my life could have been real
unpleasant, but it wasn't." He said
that the ?real tragedy of life" was
not realizing how much you had in
life and not loving that. Verghese
looked up from the letter at the
audience and concluded, "Make
good use of your time."
ATTN: ALL HUNGRY STUDENTS
Take a quick ride just
fetes
428 Beall Ave. - Phone - 264-818- 0
We're servirV up fresh, hot, delicious food
NOBODY CAN BEAT US,
DAY OR NIGHT!
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continued from page 1
Koller '99, sports editor of the
Voice, added that by this point in
the semester "people have already
committed their time."
Durham asked what happens to
those who participated in produc-
ing their high-scho- ol yearbooks.
KristenDemaline '98, former editor-i-
n-chief of the Voice , said that
people like to "try something new."
Brian Friedman '97 said that un-
derclassmen didn't volunteer this
year because the Index "wasn't
well-establishe- d" and that there
was "not enough advertisement"
early in the year.
Durham noted possible options
to be considered if an editor is not
appointed. Course credit may be
offered, work study money may be
made available for staff members
or the College may take on-- the
yearbook as a public relations
project. She added that there were --
problems with each one of the pro-
posals. If credit is offered, a pro-
fessor willing to teach the class
must be found while the prospect
of work- - study money being of-
fered to staff is dismal because
down the hill to:
994
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Committee
there is no clear place to cut off
those receiving money. Friedman
added that in order for work study
money to be awarded there must
be a "fairly well-writt- en proposal
... The government has very strin-
gent rules.
In response to the proposal of
creating a "senior memory book,"
Koller said that "certain sects of
campus would have a problem with
that." Colleen Dunn 99, manag-
ing editor of the Voice, added, "I
think the idea of a senior book
goes against the idea of a college
community." Dodds said "a
memory book makes light of a
yearbook." Friedman proposed
that a "yearbook every other year"
might lessen the burden, but
Demaline replied, "I don't think
that would solve the problems."
Kate Youther '97, editor of the
Coliard, asked, "Should we lay
the Index aside for a while?"
Dodds said that "it is very unfair"
for a new editor to be forced to
take over in the present situation.
Durham said that they "do have an
applicant" for the position of edi-
tor of the Index and that a decision
would not be made until the appli-
cation is reviewed. She closed the
meeting by stating that only after
the application and all options were
reviewed would a decision be
made.
GOOD
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J-Bo- ard
results
DAWN PACKER
Twice yearly, the Judicial Board sub-
mits a review of the previous semester's
cases for publication, as required in the
"Scot's Key": "Anonymous summaries
of cases ... will be forwarded two (2)
times each academic year to Campus
Council with the recommendation that
they be published in the Voice asa means
of providing to the campus community
information on acceptable behavior."
The cases published in this issue are
those that came before the board last
.spring. "Sometime between Fall Break
and Thanksgiving" is the usual time for
puMicat ion, accordingto Associate Dean
ofStudentsCarolyn Buxton. The"Scot's
Key" states that "summaries shall be
forwarded in time for publication at the
beginning of Semester II, and at the
beginning of Semester V
Buxton said, "We will submit a report
in the spring for fall semester's activity,
and it will come earlier" in the semes-
ter, probably in early February. There
are two reasons for this. One is that there
are generally fewercases in the fall man
in the spring. Also, now mat "we have
the system in operation," Buxton said,
this will prevent any additional delays' in
standard reporting.
WVN gives a damn
continued from page 1
focused on improving awareness
about Africa," Ndichu said, the
group decided to collect school kits
for children in Sudan. Each kit
contains a composition book, pen-
cils, a plastic ruler and either cray-
ons or colored pencils.
The program overseen by the
Mennonite Central Committee ac-
tually provides three types of kits:
school,, home and refugee. Since
the school kits will be sent overseas
in December and January, Ujamaa
members opted to focus on these
.. The. College
Watson
continued from page 2
amine the "meaning of female em-
powerment" in Greece and Italy.
Toth calls the Fellowship an "amaz-
ing opportunity ... not only do you
learn about the people in the differ-
ent countries, but about yourself as
well because the project is totally
self-designe- d." She would "like
to look at female empowerment in
the ancient world and how that's
changed." Toth said she is inter-
ested exploring the variations in
the lives of women in both rural
and urban settings. "In the rural
areas, I'd like to study the reli-
gious and the women's role in so-
ciety ... In the more urban settings,
I'd like to volunteer for organiza-
tions like Planned Parenthood and
'Girl Guides' like the Girl
Scouts."
Lawrence Bartel, a biology ma-
jor, titled his proposal, "A Year on
the River: The Culture and History
of Rowing." Heplanstojoinacrew
team in England and research the
origin of the sport.
The four students were inter-
viewed by a representative from the
Watson Foundation on Thursday.
The awards will be announced by
March 15, 1997.
boxes during the first semester. Next
Thursday will be the final day to put
kits together: interested students
should call Patricia Mugambi '97
(x3437) for more information.
Although the "Give a Damn" cel-
ebration lasted only three days, the
idea of service is pervasive on the
campus. Zuberi said that if students
"learn what communities are all
about . . . they will understand that
their time is not being wasted." Stu-
dents interested in participating in
or coordinating volunteer opportu-
nities should contact WVN (x2563)
for information.
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The ReverendLinda Morgan- -Clement
Henry Jefferson Copeland Campus Minister
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.
cordially invite you to
a service ofcovenanting
Monday, November 18, 1996
-- ; 7:30- v-- p.m
Gault Recital Hall
(in Scheide Music Center)
Reception following the service
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Wooster Insight
Stan, Stan, he's our man
We would like to lake this opportunity to thank President Hales for living
up to one of the promises he made during the interv iew process to become
our 1 Ith president. Students have reported a rash of Stan-sightin- gs all
around campus since we began classes this fall. We see him at plays in
Freedlander. We see him at football games whooping it up with the band.
We see him at symphony orchestra concerts. We see him in Douglass
lounge. We see hirn walking along Memorial walkway. We see him in the
library. In short, we see him everywhere. Given the track record of the
College's last president, who was sighted about as often as Lowry serves
caviar, it is refreshing to have a president who greets many of us by name
and who is making a genuine effort to be. an active member of our
community. It's obvious that Hales has made a decision to put in more than
just the bare minimum of required appearances at college functions and we
thank him for his efforts. He's got spirit how 'bout you?
Sound & Fury signifying nothing
for weeks now. Campus Council has discussed the issue of SGA funding.
Debates rage on the importance of making some restitution available to those
groups that have been "treated unfairly." All of this discussion and debate so
far has produced nothing of real substance. Not one motion has been made
during this two week debate, no votes taken on opinion or issue. There has been
little or no direction to the debate which has eaten two weeks ofCouncil's time.
The true tragedy of this is that certain members ofCouncil have been waiting
patiently to present issues also important to the Campus Community. Four
people on this week's Council agenda were not heard. One of them have been
waiting for three weeks to present a proposal that is coherently stated with a
motion to debate.
Council cannot continue to run this way and expect to be productive, or earn
the respect of those in the campus community. Council must find a direction,
and the easiest way to gain one is to have something tangible to debate. The
chair of Council should insist that those who have problems with the SGA
funding make a coherent motion of .specific points they want enacted. If
someone on Council wants to send a letter lo SGA saying that funding was
wrong and an appeals process must be pukin place, then it should be so moved
and debated. Parliamentary procedure works with motions, not inaction, and
Council has to take this to heart if it ever wishes to get anything done.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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Letters
Kruse admits to faulty process, but no more
In the past weeks it has been glar-
ingly obvious to all involved that there
were major problems with the SGA
funding process. Senators went away
from the funding meeting disheart-
ened, and organizations went away
bewildered and with a lot less money
than they had been hoping for. I will
be the first to stand up and admit that
the old funding guidelines were only
a path to unfairness and confusion. I
am very hurt and upset, though, that
these problems are being attributed to
racism on the part of the SGA and
myself. Throughout my life I have
always despised racism and the people
who stand for it. and I can honestly say
that the FAC and I never consciously
used racial motives to assess the wor-
thiness or ability of any group. Rac-
ism was not meant to be used as a tool
to prioritize or single out groups on
campus.
The damage has been done though,
and many groups and individuals have
come out of the whole process with a
tarnished reputation for things they
may or may not have done. I am sorry
for that, and I would like to help
rectify the wrongs and set them right.
Along with the FAC. I presented
eleven motions to the SGA last week
as proposed changes to the funding
guidelines approved by that commit
tee and also the funding review com-nfjHc- c.
By unanimous consent, all of
the motions were passed and the guide-
lines have been changed. This is a
great start in the right direction. I also
encourage any organization or in-
dividual that has concerns or ideas
to contact me, and together we can
work to solve the funding prob-
lem. I hope that we do not stop
there though. There are still many
more changes to be made, and more
wounds to be healed, but we can
only accomplish this together.
Sarah Kruse '99, treasurer of SGA
c-20- 50 and x-38- 02
The "Publications Ordeal": get over it
I guess I just needed to be there for
that infamous Friday radio show to
really understand what is going on.
However my ignorance says that
maybe we all could be more sensible
about the whole, as I would call it,
"publications ordeal."
I realize it is hard to run things when
no one is willing or able to help with
articles, pictures, captions or do what-
ever is neccessary to produce a suc-
cessful campus yearbook. I respect
(ooh, there is that very popular word)
the fact that the editor was doing ev-
erything she felt she could possibly
do. It's not her faultthe yearbook was
understaffed because the campus com-
munityjust does not care enough about
campus publications or that those who
are in "higher positions" do not give
those of us who are not in "higher
positions" respect.
Well, hello people, wake up. If
there is a problem with undcrstaffing,
advertise for writers, photographers,
etc. To be honest I never saw an v such
advertisements. Sure.there was Scot's
Spirit Day and a lot of people may
have signed up, but other than that I
never saw anything that gave any in-
kling That the Index needed writers
and other staffers. I did see the flyers
requesting photographs for the Index,
but as I see it that really would not
solve the problem of understaffing
(except the fact that photographers
would not be in extreme demand).
As far as respect goes, my igno-
rance also tells me one should eamit.
If the Campus Council meeting was
run in the way it was supposed to run
both the editors, of the Index and the
Voice, would have had plenty oppor-
tunities (alright maybe only three tops)
to speak up and put themselves on the
agenda. To be honest, if it was that
important that the editors speak at the
council meeting, then Ihey should have
called the neccessary people to con-
firm that they could and would indeed
be scheduled to speak. That seems a
lot more responsible than relying on
another student to know, just by hear-
say, and automatically add them to the
agenda.
As I stated earlier, I do not know
what was said on that radio show that
Friday, but there are going to be lots of
things that are said in life that may
offend and mildly displease others.
That should be expected by everyone.
If that is to be changed do something
about it, using responsiblity and com-
mon sense instead of just bitching
about the system. Bitching is not
becofning of the human race but way
too many of us would rather do it
instead of actually using what makes
us human, our brains.
I also want to say that I feel I used
way too many could-hav- es and shou Id-hav- es
in this letter. If by any chance I
am wrong ordisrespectful in any way,
I am very open to comments. I just
hope that my comments were taken in
a very open way also.
Kim Poulson '99
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"Guerrilla Guys" miss point
I am writing this column in re-
sponse to the article in the Novem-
ber 8 issue of the Voice entitled,
"Guerrilla
JeSSe JhJmOre Guys blast
ballisti- -
cally." While I am very much in
favor of the open discussion of all
opinions in the school newspaper
and in other formats on this campus,
I also feel that this privilege needs to
be taken seriously. As I read this
article, I found it difficult to take it
seriously because of the false,
sourceless statistics and the joking,
mocking tone of the article. I also
found it hard to laugh at the article
(if it was indeed meant to be a joke)
because I was so offended by it.
The first false statistic given in
the article states that "throughout
history, 76.4 percent of domestic
meals have been cooked by females."
I think that this statistic is probably
not too far from the truth despite the
disclaimer at the end of the article
that says, "This statistic is not, per
se, actually true." However, let us
think for a minute why it is that the
majority of domestic cooking (not
to mention all otherdomestic house-
work) has been left to women to do.
Do you think it is because women
oppress men bv keeping them out of
the kitchen, or could it be lhat men
oppress women by keeping them in
the kitchen and not allowing them
out of the house?
The next thing that I found offen-
sive in this article is the following
quote: "Face the facts, men: women
often describe us as sexist, obtuse
and (you'd better be seated for this
one) politically incorrect! You and
I both know that these stereotypes
are as faulty as Lowry's nutritional
information!" First of all. this ar-
ticle dtcs nothing but confirm these
stereotypes. I mean, look farther in
Women reclaiming violent
So there's this clothesline hang-
ing in the Pit, right? And these guys
walk past it around lunch time. I'm
KateYouther ;l
I hear one
of these men say, "I'm so sick of
these shirts." And
I'm dumb struck. I
have nothing to say
"The
in response to this.
women.My mouth is open to
say something bit Or are we
ing, something tocut
this cretin down to
size and all that comes out is "Re-
ally?"
A shirt is a small thing. But
these shirts are being used in a big
way. They are being used to help
women, like myself, who need to
speak about their stories of violence
and aiiue. --And there are so many
the same paragraph where it is stated,
"...if you are a man - that is , if
you've never been to The Body
Shop, ordered L.L. Bean's 'Fleece
Sandal Socks' ('plush but tough!'),
and NEVER, while sober danced
the Macarena..." If that's not sexist
and obtuse, then I don't know what
is.-- That says that one can't be a man
if one has done any of those things
because they are too feminine. Any
real man would "NEVER" do any-
thing feminine. Since anything do-
mestic has been labeled as feminine,
a real man would "NEVER" enter
the kitchen, let alone "reclaim" it
(how can one "reclaim" something
that one has never had in the first
place).
My next problem with the article
is that I don't understand the author's
statement that "The Frugal Gourmet
is the result of feminist tokenism!"
The Frugal Gourmet has no connec- -
tion whatsoever with feminist to-
kenism. I don't even see how one
could say that the Frugal Gourmet is
a token. Most of the cooking shows
I' ve seen on TV have been hosted by
a male chef. I don't have any statis-
tics, but I'd be willing to bet that
most people who graduate from cu-
linary arts schools are male.
This article seems to have no other
purpose than to make fun of the
Guerrilla Girls. Mockery is not a
constructive way to criticize any-
thing. If fun is made of the people
who are being critiqued, they will
become defensive and disregard the
criticism instead of taking it into
serious consideration. Thus, this
critique destroys itself by making
fun of the people it is trying to criti-
cize. Although I wouldn't have
agreed with this article if it had been
a more serious, less mocking criti-
cism of the Guerrilla Girls. I would
have at least been able to respect it
women from this campus alone who
need the Clothesline (we added
forty-nin- e shirts to the display in the
course of three daysV Never mind
women in this state. Or this country.
Violence against women is an
epidemic. We are sick from the
need for these shirts sick from
Clothesline works to validate and affirm
Is that such a hard thing to understand?
sick of treating women like people?"
the action that makes this project a
necessity. And I want those men,
and everyone else, to know that.
Using the written word is the first
step to claiming the things that
have happened to us and to claim-
ing our own voice. Displaying
our sloriw ':ke the Oetlxslinc is
with false stats
and take it seriously.
I didn't really get the impression
that the author of this article really
got the point of the Guerrilla Girls. I
don't think he really understands
what it is like to be non-whi- te or
non-ma- le or both in the art world
and in everything else. This is ap-
parent when he states the first action
to be taken in his men's movement
to take back the kitchen. "Wear a
guerrilla sic mask everywhere you
go. I know that this seems like a
goofy idea, but its benefits are fan-
tastic. First, it's a great attention-gette- r.
Second, you'll feel extra
smug, comfortable in the knowl-
edge that you are probably the only
person in the world who has any
idea what you're protesting." The
Guerrilla Girls'" wearing of gorilla
masks has nothing to do with getting
attention. Rather, it is their means
of remaining anonymous so that they
will not be further discriminated
against for opposing the status quo
of the art world. Also, the author
blatantly, albeit accidentally, states
that he doesn't know what the Guer-
rilla Girls stand for when he gives
his second reason for donning a go-
rilla mask.
The article ends with a request for
more men to join this new
masculinist movement to take back
the kitchen. "Men are you ready
to join me? Know ahead of time that
you'll be mocked, ridiculed, and
even called 'mascunais." This will
be a long battle, but I'm excited to
get it started. Our first step is to
figure out what a kitchen looks
like..." But don't you think that it
would be better instead to figure out
the reason why you don't know what
a kitchen looks like?
Jesse Elmore is a columinst for
the Voice.
experiences
displayed, makes them public and
real. The Clothesline works to
validate and affirm women. Is
that such a hard thing to under-
stand? Or are we sick of treating
women like people?
But I don't want to be utterly
vitriolic. The Clothesline will
make people un-comforta- ble.
I un
derstand that. It
should. We should
be repulsed by the
ill-treatm-
ent of any
person. Ana we
should be moved by
these emotional and raw "outpour-
ings. They should touch a sensi-
tive nerve somewhere deep inside
us. Heaven save us all when they
don't.
Kcire Youther is . coin mni-- r for
.''.' Voice.
Letters
SGA: an
The Student Government Asso-
ciation would like to apologize for
the confusion and discrepancies that
occurred during the fall funding pro-
cess. Many of the problems stemmed
from the ambiguous guidelines that
both the SGA and groups applying
for funding had to follow. While it
cannot compensate or justify what
did occur, the SGA has implemented
major changes to the guidelines and
plans to make even more incrder to
facilitate the process for everyone.
The SGA was not aware of the
fact that groups did not have copies
of the funding guidelines to follow
until after the process was over.
Perhaps if this had been known,
groups would have had a better idea
of the criteria on which their request
was to be examined, and would have
completed the application differ
Clothesline moving exhibit
Inner pain and anguish. That is
the feeling that one receives when
reading the t-sh- irts made by women
as a testimony to the violence against
them or their sisters, mothers or their
friends. And yet, one feels a sense
that some of the pain and anguish of
these women has, in a small way,
been eased by putting down on a
shirt their experiences. They are
able to unburden their hearts and
their memories onto a piece ofcloth,
a symbol of both education and heal-
ing. The women who fashioned the
shirts that were hanging in Lowry
center November II to 13th were
either victims themselves or were
close to a victim of v iolence in some
form against women. The atrocities
ranged from murder, sexual abuse
and incest, to domestic violence,
rape, and harassment based on sexual
orientation.
To see the stories of these women,
some whom we know and never
Tlie Wooster Voice
is looking for a
Chief Staff
Writer
Applicants must have a
background in journalism
and news writing.' Major
duties of the job are working
with and training writers,
covering major stories, and
being a reference for news
writing question
To apply: Send 1 or 2 writing
sample and a letter of
introduction to the Voice
office, box c-31- 87
cont'd
apology
ently. Other groups would have
made sure they had a representative
at the funding meeting had they
known, and everyone would have
been more happy had they not had to
sit through a long and tedious meet-
ing where they could not speak on
behalf of their organization.
Unfortunately all these things did
occur, and for that we apologize.
Measures have been taken, in the
form ofchanges to the guidelines, to
ensure that these problems and oth-
ers will never happen again. We
also encourage any group or indi-
vidual that still has concerns or
ideas for how to better the funding
process to contact a member of
SGA.
The Student Government Associa-
tion, 1996-9-7
realized the pain that they had hid-
den. deep inside, makes one realize
the sadness of the fact that some
women never come to grips with the
crimes perpetrated against them, and
they harbor these feelings through
their entire lives. It lakes a strong
woman, a brave woman to display
her feelingsand experiences in front
of so many, and yet it helps to ease
the suffering. I feel for the women
who are in denial and urge them to.
in some small way. come to grips
with their feelings: to release the.
demons w ithin. It is hard to realize,
when one has been made a victim,
that they are not alone. There are
manv others, too many others, who
have been forced into the anguish. I
urge these women to seek someone
w ho understands, to help to relieve
some of the burden that has been
placed upon a victim.
Niccole Cook "()0
Women Seeking"
Women
writers, actresses,
dancers and artists for
Women's
Theatre
Production
Interested? Come to Luce
Multipurpose from 2-4- pm,
'November 23 & 24
Wear, loose clothing, and come
prepared for movement.
Writers, send texts of all genres
(poetry, prose, fiction, and scripts)!
to WRC Library (Lowry)
Questions?
Call Maruxa Sanchez x2404.
K'in M.irtin r41S? or Julii
V, livtno x352S
unctions Violation: May I. IS
Section I. A The Board found the accused guilty.
. Section i. B The Board found the accused guilty.
' Nc.:k n I. C The Board found the accused guilty
I Section XII The Board found the accused guilty
rhc accused was required to complete the previous sa.ic1ions. In addi-o- n.
the probation included the loss of the following privileges:
1 Participation in intercollegiate athletics.
2 Maintaining, operating, possessicn. or presence of a motor vehicle
a any property of the College through the end of Semester II. 1 996-9- 7
cademc year
3 Off-camp- us living privileges. . -
f sanctions were not completed, the accused would be denied registra-K- n
for the next acadenue year.
-- fearing Date: May 2. 1996
tearing Type: Judicial Board
0
searing Date: May I. 1996
tearing Type: Judicial Board
node Description:
"he accused allegedly creased a scene in Lowry Center using profane
anguage while under the influence of alcohol.
Urged Code Violation s):
' . Section I: Expatjauons for Personal Bcnavvor
A Personal Integrity and Self Respect
B. Respect for the Rights and Concern of Others
1 Section IV: Drugs
A. Alcoholic Beverages
A. 2a. Individual Consumption
A 2b Individual Consumption
Hearing Oatcaaae:
'
. Section L A. The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty.
Section L B. The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty.
2. Srt:o IV. A. The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty.
Section IV. 2a. The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty.
Section IV. 2b. The Board accepted the accused s plea of guilty.
I. The accused was required to compiuc a full assessment regarding
drag and alcohol ase with a certified Chemical Dependency Counselor.
Z The accused was rcqmied to participle in counseling with a certified,
isccnsed counselor.
0
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Hearing Dale: April I. I
tlraring Type: Judicial B-jr- d
incident Description:
The .KtucJ allegedly drove a vehicle on the from lawn of kauke Hall and then
nt'-nn-J- cd ii drue 11 through the ar.h
Urged Cade iulatiorMv):
i Section I Expectations for Personal Behavior
A Pcruful Integrity and Self -- Respect
B K -- specl f the Rights and Concern of Uiher
C" Respect f" 'he Functioning and Property of the College
'. Scvtion XII M.nor Vehicle
trannK tiutcnmc:
Sevtion I. A The Board found the accused g uilt
: Scvii- - I. B The Board found the accused guilty
- Section i. C The Board found the accused guilty
i Section XII The Board found the accused guilty
ianctMMt:
The accused was placed on recorded disciplinary probation through Semester II.
The accused as required to nuke restitution to the College for the damage incurred
tue to the incident
The accused as required to complete thirty hours ol community service work with
he fnundt Crew andor The Recycling Prof ram
The accused as required to write and convey a letter of apology lo The College of
Vmrslcf communits
3. The arcused was required to wnte and convey a letter of apology lo
the accusers.
t. The accused was placed oa recorded disciplinary probation for the 1996-199- 7 year.
5 The accused was required to fave in ou-camo-us housing for the 1996-199- 7 year but
was not permuted to hve Bissmaa Hall.
"Undent was subsequently suspended from the College. The student is required lo
omphjc all of the above sanctions before being re-admit- ted to the College.
"he accused allegedly used hazing procedures during section imitation.
'.urged Cade Vialatlents):
'. Section I: Expectations for Personal Behavior
B. Respect for the Rights and Concern of Others
2. Section X: Hazing
Hearing Owtrwate:
1. Section L B. The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty.
2. Section X. The Board rejected the accused plea of aot guilty and found them guilty.
sSsMrttoMSw
I The accused was placed on Conduct Probation for Semester I and II of the 1996-9- 7
'academic year.
2. The accused is ineligible lo acceptreceive new members during the 1996-9- 7
academic year.
3. The accused was required lo work with the Committee on Social Organizations lo
revamp New Member Education Program.
4. The accused was required lo maintain regular meetings with (he advisor during
Semester I and Semester II of the 1996-9- 7 academic year
0
Hearing Date: May 7. 1996
H raring Type: Dean's Hearing Board
Incident Description:
The accused allegedly severely disrupted a French Class.
Alleged Code Violation! s):
I Section I Expectations for Personal Behavior
B. Respect for the Rights and Concern of Others
C. Respect for the Functioning and Property of the College
2. Section IX. HarassmentCoercionlnnniidaoonAssault
Hearing Outcome:
I
. Section I.B The Board rejected the accused's pica of not guilty and found them guilty.
Section I.C. The Board rejected the accused's plea of not gnlty and found them guilty.
THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM 1995-9- 6
ChargesHearings
Any member of the campus community may bring charges against a student member of the
community by contacting the Chairperson of the Judicial Board or through a member of the Dean
of Students' staff.
A member of the Resilience Hall Staff or the Dean's Staff, faculty, other staff or students may
bring a case of suspected violation of the Codes of Social Responsibility or Academic Integrity to
the attention of IheJudicial Board Chair. Any individual who is alleged to have violated either of
the Codes is notified of the charges being brought against them. In accordance with the Code a
hearing must then be held lo determine innocence or guilt. An individual has the option of having
hisher case heard by the Judicial Board or by a Dean's Hearing Board. Students opting not to
contest the chargefs) brought against them, can choose the option of having the case resolved and a
sanction imposed by the Hearing Officer. The Hearing Officer reserves the right to refuse a case
and refer it back to the Judicial Board Chair for adjudication. Appeals of Hearing Officer cases are
heard by the Dean of Students. Appeals of Judicial Board or Dean's Hearing Board cases are heard
by the President of the College.
Membership of the Hearing Boards
The Judicial Board is composed of students, faculty, and staff. The voting student members of the
Board for the 1995-9- 6 academic year are James Morse. Brian Henry. John McLaren. Esteban Thur
De Koos. Jane Dearwester. Denise Dreschcr. Rowell Levy. Benjamin Wachs. and Judicial Board
Chair. Andrea Reinhart. The student Hearing Counselors are Ayes ha Bell. Ateesh Roye. Shafayet
Imam, Brian Friedman, and Amanda Stanley. The student Secretary is Jeremy Seeds. The faculty
members serving on the Judicial Board and on Dean's Hearing Boards this year are Dale Brown,
Steve Godek. Antje Hamisch. and Mary Young. Administrative staff members for the year are Ann
Greco. Kim Rodger Ferguson and Bradley Shaw. Board members for Dean's Hearing Board cases
are selected by the Dean of Students on a case-byca- se basis and include members of the Dean of
Students staff along with faculty members who serve on the Judicial Board.
Council also appoints six students as Hearing Counselors. Hearing Counselors assist the accused
and accuser with understanding the judicial process and serve as a support person for the accused
and accuser throughout the adjudication of hisher case.
Faculty members on the Board are appointed by the Committee on Committees and staff members
are appointed by the President of the College.
2. Section IX The Board rejected the accused's pka of no-cont- est and found them guiky.
Sauctiatts:
I
. The accused was suspended from the College for Semester I of the 1 996-9- 7 academic
year.
Hearing Date: May 8. 1996
Hearing Type: Dean of Students'
0
ttjtctdcnt Description:
The accused allegedly harassed, intimidated, and used physical force against the
Alleged Cade Viotationts):
1. Section I: Expectations for Personal Behavior
A Personal Integrity and Self-Respe- ct
B. Respect for the Rights and Concern of Others
2. Section IX. A: rsarassmentXToercicitvl no rrudatioo Assault
Hearing Outcunse.
1
. Section LA The Dean rejected the accused's plea of not guilty and found them guilty.
Section I.B. The Dean rejected the accused's plea of not guilty and found them
guilty.
2. Section IX. A The Dean rejected the accused's plea of not guilty and found them
guilty.
Sanctions:
1
. The accused was required to carry out 4 hours of community service.
2. The accused was required to write and convey a letter of apology lo the accuser.
3. The accused was prohibited from initating any further contact with the accuser.
0
Hearing Dale: May 8. 1996
Hearing Type: Dean's Hearing Board
Incident Description:
The accused allegedly harassed, intimidated, and used physical force against the
accuser.
Alleged Code V toUlionts):
1
. Section I: Expectations fur Personal Behavior
A. Personal Integrity and Self Respect
B. Respect for the Rights and Concern of Others
2. Section IX. A: HarassmentCoercionlntimidationAssault
Hearing Outcome:
I Section IA. The Board rejected the accused's plea of' not guilty and found them guilty.
Section .B. The Board rejected the accused's plea of not guilty and found them guilty.
2. Sccoon IX. A. The Board rejected the accused's plea of not guilty and found them
guilty.
Sanctistm:
I. The accused was placed on recorded disciplinary probation for
Semester I. 1996-9- 7. '
2 The accused was required to participate in counseling with a certified,
licensed counselor addressing aggressive behavior.
3. The accused was required to write and convey a letter of apology to
the accuser.
4. The accused was required to pay restitution to the accuser for a lamp
damaged during the altercation.
0
Hearing Dale: May 9. 1996
Hearing Type: Dean's Hearing Board
Incident Description:
The accused allegedly illegally entered a professor's office and at-
tempted lo gain information.
Alleged Code Violations):
1. 1. Code of Academic Integrity
I. Principle
D. Violate the Spirit of the Code....
2. II. Code of Social Responsibility
I. Expectations for personal behavior
A. Personal Integrity and Self-Respe- ct
B. Respect for the Rights and the Concerns of Others
C. Respect for the Functioning and Property of the College
3. VII. Theft
4. XIV. Computer Use
Hearing Outeoate:
1. LD. The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty.
2. II. A. The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty.
B. The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty.
C. The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty.
3. VII. The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty.
4. XIV. The Board rejected the accused's plea of not guilty and found
them guilty.
Sanctions:
I
. The accused was suspended for the College during Semester 1. 1996-9- 7.
2. The accused was required to participate in counseling with I certified,
licensed counselor.
3. The grade received for the course was supported by the Dean's
Hearing Board.
0
Hearing Dale: May 9. 1996
Hearing Type: Dean's Hearing Board
Incident Description:
The aceuatd allegedly had a motor vehicle on campus after their privileges had been
revoked.
ABeged Cad Violation):
1. Section I: Expectations of Personal Behavior
A Personal Integrity and Self-Respe- ct
C. Respect for the Functioning and Property of the College
2. Section XII: Motor Vehicles
Hearing Outcanst:
1. Section l.A. The Board acknowledged that due to the absence of the accused, they
cnaaed "no plea" and found them guilty.
Section I.B. The Board acknowledged that due lo the absence of the accused, they
entered "do plea" and found them guilty.
2. Section XII. The Board acknowledged that due lo the absence of the accused, they
"bo pica" and found them guilty.
1. The accused was placed on recorded disciplinary probation for one academic year
including the privilege lo drive or park a motor vehicle on campus.
2. The aceuatd was required to make restitution if any for any damage done to school
property.
Sanctions were not fulfilled. The accused withdrew from the College.
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fDecription of iicide'nt: Alcohol Violation 1 witK Additional " ;
Judicial Report for Levels 1 and 2
Spring Semester 1996
: Decription of Incident: Alcohol Violation 1 v ; ; -- " '--';
Date Description on Incident Judicial Level Disposition
1596 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
12096 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
12696 Alcohol Violation 1 I . Meeting with RA
2396 Alcohol Violation I 1 Meeting with RA
2696 Alcohol Violation I 1 Meeting with RA
2996 Alcohol Violation I 1 Meeting with RA
2996 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
2996 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
2996 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
3296 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
3396 Alcohol Violation I I Meeting with RA
3896 Alcohol Violation I 1 Meeting with RA
33096 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
33096 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
4596 Alcohol Violation I 1 Meeting with RA
4596 Alcohol Violation 1 1 1 Meeting with RA
4596 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
41796 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
42796 Alcohol Violation 1 '1 Meeting with RA
42796 Alcohol Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
Date Description on Incident Judicial Level Disposition
3196 Alcohol Violation 1 with Actional Vwiation(s) 2 Meeting with D.RL and CAP
3196 Alcohol Violation I with Additional Violation) 2 Meeting with D.RL and CAP
41396 Alcohol Vioboon I with Additional Violations) 2 Meeting with D.R.L.
41 396 Alcohol Violation I with Additional Violations) . 2 Meeting with D.R.L.
r rV- - I
Date Description on Incident Judicial Level Disposition
5996 Alcohol Violation 2 1 Meeting with RD
v Decription of Incident: Alcohol Violation 2 with Additional . ; , ?; -- ; ; -- :
Date Description on Incident Judicial Level Disposition
" Loss of right to apply for house,
420 Alcohol Violation 2 with Additional Violation) 2 1 5 hours of service member
Decription of Incident: Audio Equipment Violation 1 ;-- r 1 - y j
Date Description on Incident Judicial Level Disposition
22396 Audio Equipment Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
33096 Audio Equipment Violauon 1 1 Meeting with RD
33096 Audio Equipment Violation 1 1 Meeting with RD
33096 Audio Equipment Violation 1 1 Meeting with RD
42696 Audio Equipment Violation 1 1 - Meeting with RA
Decription of Incident: Audio Equipment Violation 2
Date Description on Incident Judicial Level Disposition
21296 Audio Equipment Violation 2 1 $10.00 Fine
Decription of Incident: Disrespect of College Official
Date Description on Incident Judicial Level Disposition
3896 Disrespect of College Official 2 Meeting with D.R.L, Apology
43096 Disrespect of College Official 2 Apology, loss of parking privileges
r. Decription of IncidentsDomestic DisturbanceRelationship
Date Description on Incident Judicial Level Disposition
41596 Domestic DisturbanceRelationship 2 j Restitution. Counseling j
Decription of incident: Harassment ; - :
Date Description on Incident Judicial Level Disposition
42696 Harassment 1 j Meeting with Counselor
Decription of IncTdenir
Date Description on Incident Judicial Level Disposition
2596 Personal Noise Violation I 1 Meeting with RA
2996 Personal Noise Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
2996 Personal Noise Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
3496 Personal Noise Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
3496 Personal Noise Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
31296 Personal Noise Violation I 1 Meeting with RA
31296 Personal Noise Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
42996 Personal Noise Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
42996 Personal Noise Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
5496 Personal Noise Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
5496 Personal Noise Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
8496 Personal Noise Violation 1 1 Meeting with RA
:: Decription of Incident: Personal ffoise Violation 2- - j i;Hi
Date Description on Incident Judicial Level Disposition
21096 Personal Noise Violation 2 I Meeting with RD
3196 . Personal Noise Violation 2 1 Meeting with RD
3196 Personal Noise Violation 2 1 Meeting with RD
Acronyms
RA: Resident Assistant
RD: Resident Director
D.R.L.: Director of Residental Life
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Bang the drum madly:
MATTHEW ANDERSON
It is a .Thursday evening at The
College of Wooster. In a brief re-
spite from a thunderstorm, it is quiet,
and the thick.damp air muffles the
campus. Tucked away in the music
building, however, a few talented
musicians are about to make their
corner of the college a little bit
louder. As I enter the doors of
Scheide the floor amplifies my foot-
steps, at least until I become aware
of a rhythmic pounding that echoes
from the rehearsal room. Jeff Bird
"97 who as I now remember left
early from dinner while muttering
something about "practicing," now
sits behind an array of toms and
cymbals, churning out these sounds
methodically. He is engaged in one
of his favorite pastimes: drumming.
Drumming is not a bad thing to be
ding tonight, for this is the re-
hearsal of the Wooster Percussion
Ensemble, and as other percussion-
ists file in, they join Bird in impro-
vising, some playing with him as
they nod their heads with the beat,
some concentrating so hard on their
own rhythms that they are oblivious
to the sound around them. The-Wooste- r
Percussion Ensemble is a
group of students who devote their
creative efforts to putting on addi-
tional performances in a percussion
vein. Led by Tom Fries, who started
the ensemble six years ago when he
became a percussion teacher at
Wooster, they perform twoconcerts
a year on campus and a myriad of
other performances throughout the
Wooster area. Their next perfor-
mance is tonight at 7:30 in Schiede,
and this practice features music for
their upcoming performance.
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The Road to Philly: Fun with the Model U.N.
Team pretends to solve worldproblems on school budget, win big awards
CARLYE BURCHETT
I knew we were in trouble when
we were on the bus at 1 0:00 pm and
we had run out of dirty jokes to tell.
The Model United Nations team
was coming back to Wooster from
Philadelphia on Sunday night. We
had an early start out of town, and
were hoping to be back before long.
Then we got stuck behind an accident
that took an hour and a hal f to clear up.
We told some of the worst dirty jokes;
unfortunately, we ran out after the
first hour of waiting. That was the
point when I started to get worried.
Fortunately, the team made it
safely back at 2 am. aftera lovely 12
hours on the bus. Evidently, it is a
Model U.N. tradition that something
always goes wrong with the trans-
portation to and from conferences.
Starting off on Thursday morning,
we were to meet at 7:30 so that we
could leave at 8:00. We were told
fx Q-i-m
The Percussion Ensemble marching
It seems this will be a night of
serious music making. Serious, I
think, until- - Holly Kyle 98 greets
me. She is having way too much fun
for a student at a rehearsal. Until prac-
tice begins, she forces me to play
some sort of hand-slappi- ng game. I
can't quite gauge its rhythmic proper-
ties. Maybe it is something like an
improvised paddy-cak- e game . . . then
again. I hypothesize, it could be some
form of mystical initiation into a clan-
destine drumming society.
Meanwhile, Kyle shares her beef
about Percussion Ensemble. "There
are way too many boys. Last week I
was the only girl, she gripes and
a.m. for this; unfortunately, the bus
company heard p.m. Remember how
lovely last Thursday's weather was?
Standing in that weather for an hour
was so much fun! You can imagine
how apprehensive I was about the trip
after that auspicious start
Since I am a first-ye- ar and it was
my first Model U.N., I was appre-
hensive about the trip in the first
place; obviously, I really had no
idea what to expect. I came to the
meetings thinking, "They won't pick I
me to go on the trip, so I have
nothing to worry about." Guess
what? I was wrong, but it did look
like fun. So I decided to go.
And it was! The false start at the
beginning just gave us something to
laugh at. And since we got up so
early to gel on this bus, we were
exhausted enough to sleep once the
bus got there. Thanks to our late
start, we arrived at the conference
late, and we had to get ready for the
percussion percusses
to their own drummer
glares at Dave Bartlett 99, "and I
got made fun of!" She thinks per-
cussion tends to draw a male crowd
because, as she says simply, "Boys
like to bang things. Isn't that right,
Pete?" The so-f-ar dormant drum-
mer Pete Kurty 00 raises his head
from his music stand and chimes in,
"Oh yeah, I like to beat things." I
press the question; "But what about
banging? Holly said banging. Is there
a musical difference, technically or
philosophically, between banging
and beating?" I demand. "Well, I
like banging too I guess," Pete ad-
mits, "Hey, can I say that? That's
not too risquT"
first session of the conference in
half an hour. My room was total
chaos. We had to get out of our
traveling clothes and into pantyhose,
high heels, and makeup (conference
wear is Western business style). What
a sight five girls in a room, with
attendant luggage thrown all over the
place in a frantic effort to get ready on
time. I was in a room with Jen Buckley
'99, Terressa Skinner '96, Sarah
Weimann '99, and Julaine Weber '96.
didn't know any of them very well,
but there is no bonding experience
like five women in a small hotel room
trymg to get dressed! Let's just say
we managed to trash that room in less
than ten minutes, and we didn't see
the floor again until we left
The goal of the Model U.N. con-
ference is to simulate the real work-
ings of the U.N. as closely as pos-
sible. The various colleges repre-
sent various countries, and in the
discussions, you have to represent
phcrto by Eric Bakken
I wonder aloud whether or not
percussion is, for males, a release of
destructive urges, and Kyle once
more leaps to my intellectual rescue
by proposing a psychoanalytic
theory of her own. "I think that,
when they were little, boys were
beat up a lot... by girls... and be-
cause they couldn't fight back, they
went home and beat on things."
The drummers feel the command-
ing presence of Fries as he booms
out, "Okay people, let's get this thing
please see SCOT PERCUSSION:
THEY'VE GOT RHYTHM- -,
page 9
your country's views on the topic,
not your own. Wooster represented
Greece, which gave rise to many
situations. One of the committees
on which Greece was represented
was the Crisis Committee; our del-
egates were the president of the
C.O.W Model U.N., Cameron Flint
'96, and Stephen Penrod 96. One
crisis was Turkey declaring war on
Greece on the island of Cyprus,
which the two countries jointly oc-
cupy. Turkey quickly overtook five
Grecian islands. Our delegates
fought bravely for our islands, but,
alas, the chairof the committee knew
less about parliamentary procedure
than he did about Greek islands, and
Turkey triumphed. The next day,
however, the Dalai Lama gave them
back, and Greece was triumphant.
I was on the Commission for the
Status of Women, which was be wil- -
please see MODEL UN, page 9
Woo-nes- s
Waxing eloquently
on thejoy ofWoo
AMY CHIDIAWOO
Top o' the Woo to ya! I hope
everybody is enjoying Woo Day. I
think that it is just fantastic that we
have this wonderwooday tocelebrate.
I think that if we did not have this
custom I would have no other choice
than to burst, yes. burst. I just don't
know how I would have the opportu-
nity to" otherwise express my feelings
in the way that I need to and am
expected to on Woo Day.
Woo Day is by far my favorite
holiday and has been ever since I
was a child. - In school, we would
make woo-dccorationsa- nd put them
up all over the hallwoos. Then, on
the appointed day (actually observed
in school the day before, since it is
a federal holiday), we would have
an all schobl assemblwoo where
we sang Woo Day songs and had
skits about the origin of Woo Day
and how it has progressed through
At home, roughly a month before
Woo Day, my dad and I would go
out to the garage to bring in the
family's heirwoo decorations that
have been used for centuries and
have been cherished through the
years by the Chidiwoo family.
Then we would work all day put-
ting them up in and around the
house. I remember baking woo-cooki- es
with my mom weeks be-
fore the blessed event. We also
baked and sent out woo-cak-es to
friends and family.
The night before Woo Day was
please see GO WOO!, page 9
.
.
-
Collegeof
proudly presents i
'-
-: our 1st Annual i
MODEL BAT
jVHTZAH
Around age 13, most Jewish girls
and boys participate in a Bat or
Bar Mitzvah: a ceremony which
officially recognizes them as
Jewish adults, and members of thq
synagogue. Come participate in
: our version of the Bat Mitzvah
and learn about Jewish traditions
and faith. - The ceremony will be
followed by a reception with a -
free sampling of Jewish food!
H Tuesday No
J7:00 pm Lowry Pity
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Model UN
continued from page 8
dering at first. This was the first
time I had been in something like
this, and I was pretty much lost.
Parliamentary procedure was con-
fusing. Rules about debate were a
muddle. I had to sit, keep my mouth
shut, and just try to figure it all out.
I figured it out through Women in
the Workplace (our first topic), and
started participating during Repro-
ductive Health, during which I fig-
ured out the purpose of the Speaker's
List and made a speech. By our
third topic. Female Infanticide and
Genital Mutilation, I was going
strong. I made a couple of speeches
and even co-author- ed a resolution,
which was voted on and passed by
our committee. I think that the next
conference will be an absolute blast
because I will actually know what to
do.
Four of our delegates won Honor-
able Delegation awards; congratula-
tions to Andrew Weaver '96, Karl
Bekeny '99, Eric Bakken '99, and
Roxanne Bhappu '96! For the rest of
us, the trip wasjust a lot of fun. I made
some new friends, saw the Liberty
Bell and Independence Hall, and fig-
ured out parliamentary procedure. I
learned an hour's worth ofdirty jokes.
It was a great international expe-
rience.
1
International
Job Skills
New professional MA. in
International Affairs or
Interamerkan Studies
prepares you rapidly for
exciting careers:
environmental studies
public health
government
international
organizations
international media,
business
Learn valuable analytic
skills from economics and
the social sciences.
Complete this intensive
multi-disciplina- ry degree
in 12 to 15 months, while
living in a fascinating
international city:
Free details: Contact our
Admissions Secretary.
Graduate School of
International Studies
Coral Gables, FL 33124-301- 0
305-284-417- 3; Fax: 30284i06
http:www.umiami.edugsis
Ti JT UNIVERSITY OFMiami
Go Woo!
continued from page 8
always the most sleepless night I
can imagine. I would jump out of
bed early in the morning to get ready
for the Woo Day Parade. Then I
would drag my parents out of bed.
They were usually very tired from
their Woo Eve parties but would
still get up in a good mood. After
all, it is Woo Day, and who can be
in a bad mood on Woo Day? After
the parade we would come home,
sit in front of the fire and play
Woo Land and Monoplwoo for
hours.
Now that I am a little more grown
up, I still cannot get enough of Woo
Day. I love to see how people go
all out in the name of celewooing
such a grand holiday. I am elated
that this time of the year is here
again, since I live every day of my
woo for it. I just hope all the Woo
Day celebrations live up to their
standards. It is my understanding
that there will by a number of
dances, lectures, and sales in
Lowoo.
Don't forget to go to the Florence
O. Woo bookwoo to pick up your
decorations. They have plenty of
gr"eat ideas that won't break your
woo. If you are tired of eating in
Lowoo, as I'm sure you are, you
could head on down to Woo-Ma- rt
because hey, it's a holiday, treat
yourself. Just to add a bit of a public
service announcement I have heard
through the grape woo that Security,
because of famed holiday status,
will not be giving out any Parking
Woos today. For exact times and
places check Woo-Inf- o for all of the
holiday events. And, please, re-
member to be safe during this woo-seaso-n.
Have a nice woo!
Scot percussion: they've got rhythm. . .
continued from page 8
going, let's not get behind our sched-
ule." There is a scurry of activity,
and Kevin Himes '00 bellows, "Let's
get ready-yyy- y to ruhmmm-buhlll!!!!- !"
As the rainstorm contin-
ues outside, thedrummers answer wi th
their equivalent The room becomes a
whirl ofbrushes, mallets, sticks, shak-
ers, rattles and gourds. For the mea-
sures that Himes and John Pollack '99
abstain from playing, they slamdance
with each other, unable to control
their rampant energy. Despite the fact
that these two are shoulder-checkin- g
each other while wielding mallets,
they are enjoying themselves. It is
evident that the students in Percus-
sion Ensemble are not there so much
to work as to have some fun!
Each drummer plays a unique role,
musically or otherwise. Forexample,
Kurty is the biggest womanizer of
the group according to Paul Vodra
'97. "Which is why he's being kicked
The Cold
ANANT PADMANABHAN
It is about 10 p.m. and it's snow-
ing heavily; another typical, nice,
snowy, bone-chilli- ng Sunday night,
you might say. I'm walking to-
wards Mateer to watch amoviewhen
suddenly I am accosted by an Es-
kimo. An Eskimo in Wooster, you
may ask? Quite possible. In fact I
wouldn't even bat an eyelid if it this
took place in Cleveland. This
Eskimo is waving to me, and
I'm puzzled because I am
quite sure I have not been
introduced to any Eskimos
living in the neighborhood.
At a second glance, I see
eyes peer through a jacket.
Then I see a face. It is
Sridharan Raman '00 from
Bombay, India, overclothed
and terrified of the cold. The
only thing exposed to the
op n air is his face. Other-
wise, he definitely resembles
a wannabe Eskimo. Raman's
plight reminds me of other
first year international stu-
dents who have come from
tropical countries where the
average yearly temperature
never falls below 60F. In fact it
reminds me. of myself, last year.
When I saw snow for the first time,
it was a sight to behold. Everything
was white and sparkling, but it was
cold. My earsalmost fell off. Now I
can look at these inexperienced first
years in a condescending manner.
Poor souls! They don't even have
the slightest clue what they're in
for.
While sitting in Lowry a few days
ago I saw the delighted look on the
faces of a few first year interna-
tional students: They had discov
out of drumline," says Vodra, "to
make more room for me!" A di-
verse group comprises Percussion
Ensemble. Some are percussion ma-
jors. Some, like Bartlett, have been
drumming for almost nine years.
Most picked up percussion before
junior high. Some, like Mark
Zickefoose '97 only became in-
volved in Percussion Ensemble af-
ter taking a percussion class here at
Wooster. Fries thinks that the true
strength of the group lies in their love
for music. "I think that the entire
group agrees that it's important to
have fun with their music. I wouldn't
want to lead this group if that wasn't
one of their goals," he says. "How-
ever, I do expect that they want to
learn from this and put enough effort
into this to make good music."
Fries believes that the only prob-
lems the group faces are due to the
lack of funds. The instruments that
the Percussion Ensemble does have
are high quality, but they are lacking
War, Wooster Style
ered snow! I heard a few exclaim,
"It's so beautiful," and "I'm really
beginning to like it here." Though
.
I
didn't say anything, I chuckled to
myself, "Hah! If you like Wooster
because of the snow, then you' II just
have to wait till December, and
you'll go bonkers." Then again, why
should I be so mean? After all, we
are all in it together. There is always
the possibility that I may study
abroad in Siberia and escape the lake
effect altogether, but until then I can
offer moral support.
Some students come up with very
innovative ways to be prepared for
the winter. Siddhant Kaul '00 is one
such example. Siddhant started
wearing his winter jacket about a
month ago when it was about 60" F.
Why? "When winter set in, I was so
prepared I didn't feel the tempera-
ture difference at all. All through
school in India, where the tempera-
ture never went below 50 F, I was
the first to wear a sweater till some
some key instruments. Fries notes that
the department does "have some great
xylophones, some great vibra-
phones..." "Some great firewood,"
quips Pollock. There are quite a few
additions that are necessary for seri-
ous performance. "We need a new
bell tree," says Fries imploringlythey're
only fifty to a hundred dollars." Fries
readily admits that there have been prob-
lems due to undersupply. "A grant of
twenty to twenty-fiv- e thousand dollars
would help," he chuckles. Nonetheless,
Fries remains undaunted and proclaims
that "It won't stop us from putting on a
great concert!"
Percussion Ensemble maintains its
chief appeal to drummers by provid-
ing a greater opportunity for involve-
ment in music outside of the limits of
marching band. Bartlett cites the at-
mosphere as more conducive to learn-
ing and accomplishing musical goals.
Though it may seem like more of a
relaxed format for drumming, the
musicians involved are committed to
body in grade six beat me. I think I
should keep my reputation up." I
could do nothing but admire his
incredible foresight. A notable few,
however, have simply decided to
hibernate. That way they can be
"chilled" out throughout this semes-
ter, and when spring finally sets in
they can be cool. Anand Mehta '00
from Tanzania says, "I've realized
that my ears have become red and
hard and freeze every time I
venture out. So I'm looking
forward toear-muffs- ." When
.
I ask him whether he is' ad-
equately equipped for the
winter, he replies succintly.
"Let"s not think about it."
However, many others look
forward to ihe winter, thanks
to their host families. Janak
Parekh "(X)explains."My host
parents suggested what to buy.
and that really helped me."
Snow is not always bad.
Last year, as first-year- s, my
roommate and I occasionally
opened the window and used
the window sill as a
refridgerator. We seemed to
have underestimated the
weather, because instead of
keeping things cold, they simply froze.
We froze with the rest of the stuff.
Parekh, however, is convinced that
winter is here to be enjoyed. He says,
"I like show because I think it is
beautiful. Why not enjoy it while you
can? Why worry about the future?"
It was a joy to see the faces of
some first year international stu-
dents light when they saw snow for
the first time. I remember calling
Raman up the day of the first snow-
fall. I woke him up. He peered out-
side the window and muttered two
words over the phone, "Oh ! mother."
playing challenging pieces. There is
"more room for individual involve-
ment," says Bartlett, than in the band,
for example, "where you are dealing
with a much bigger group."
It seems that music knows no
bounds with this talented group of
musicians. In the future, the group
hopes to reach a number of goals.
Pollock mentions the continual use
of a variety of music types in perfor-
mances, Bird hopes for "more than
ten people at concerts," and Himes
statesadesire to "accomplish world
peace through the magic of our
music." Fries is shooting for a "de-
cent audience for the music, and
more respect in the music depart-
ments." He hopes to make a bigger
impact both on campus and within
the music department. Judging by
the talent, dedication, and love of
music that these drummers hold in
common, their volume levels won't
be the only thing in the future that
will be hard to ignore.
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Snoop and
Tbpac release
albums on
Death Row
ALLE PARKER
It's been a weird couple of weeks
tr Death Row Records. Suge
Knight's independent west coast
label just released two of the most
anticipated rap albums in years.
Snoop Doggy Dogg's "Tha
Doggfather and Makaveli's the don
killuminati the seven day theory."
Though many may recognize Snoop,
as he may be the single most visible
artist in rap. Makaveli is a mystery
to most. A quick glance at his
album's cover, however, serves to
clear up much of the confusion.
Indeed, the front of "the don
killuminati the seven day theory"
features a depiction of a crucified
Tupac Shakur complete with the
disclaimer. "In no way is this por-
trait an expression of disrespect for
Jesus Christ." Maybe not Christ but
definitely Tupac. Shakur was not a
martyr and he made no pretenses of
sacrifice: he was simply destroyed
by an artform that is spinning ever
more readily out of control. Snoop
dedicates "Tha Doggfather to those
"who thought gangsla rap would
die." Gangsta rap is far too profit-
able to die. but its present mentality
may lead to the death of more than
one of its young practitioners.
Tupac's genesis into Makaveli is
especially eerie considering recent
events. Indeed, the album's intro
features Shakur screaming. "It's the
rapjjdustry not about east or west.
It's about ns and bs, power and
money, ridahs and punks. Which
side you on?" The rest of this album
follows the same pattern, allowing
Shakur to continue to vent his rage
posthumously. The message even
gets convoluted as half of it is
Shakur, in the form of Makaveli,
lamenting his position as a thug and
or outlaw within society.
Snoop also seems to be aware of
this contradiction. In a very telling
moment in"When I Grow Up,"
where Snoop implores the youth to
aspire to goals higher than
gangsterdom. The primary ques-
tion about "Tha Doggfather. how-
ever, was how Snoop would sound
without Dre's beats. Thankfully.
DJ Pooh admirably replaces Dre on
most cuts, as the album still features
reworked funk and old school tracks.
In other words. Snoop still bumps.
Both albums feature a venerable
plethora ofguest artists and are much
more like posse jams than individual
projects. However, that is the kind
ofstyle that both artists have created
an expectation for. Neither album
breaks much new ground. Instead,
they chronicle the tensions which
Uc 2L iflCheul o g30Sj3 ZVO,
"Land of Heart's Desire" proves compelling and daring
SALLY THELEN
Don't let the title fool you. Senior
Kristine Hardesty's directing I.S. is
not about the Emerald Isle in all its
romantic glory, as the audience re-
alized from the moment they set
foot in Schoolroy Theatre this week-
end. This one act play was opened
with the melancholy Gaelic singing
of Maggie Carchrie "97 and the soft
piping of Peter Anderson 97. as
moody purple-hue- d lights went up
on the gloomy set swathed in dreary
gray drapes, designed by Terise
Janca "97.
Set in the poverty-stricke- n kitchen
of the Bruin family, this play
chronicles a tumultuous day in the
life of Mary Bruin, played by Maha
McCain "99. who is unhappy with
her present life that offers the cruel-
ties of harsh reality and is haunted
by the specter of poetry and imagi-
nation she reads of in books. Cease-
lessly condemned by her aging
mother-in-la- w Bridget Bruin, played
by Charity Babcock '98nd misun-
derstood by herown husband Shawn
Bruin, played by Ahren Stock '00,
Mary seeks an escape into this world
that offers what her heart yearns for
A scene from "Land of Heart's Desire,'
most: freedom from the confines of
age, church, and poverty. When
Sharmila Lawrence '97. as the Faery
Child, prances on with her pack of
faeries behind her, Mary must de-
cide whether to leave with them to
their fantastical land or slay stuck in
her stagnant life.
McCain rendered the character
Classifieds
FREE TRIPS & CASH!
Find out how hundreds of student representatives are already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's 1 Spring Break company!
Sell only 15 trips and travel free!
Cancun, Bahamas. Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
' CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE.
Call now! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
' (800) 95-BREA- K!
HELP WANTED
MenWomen can earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boards
electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-6- 80-7891 EXT. C200
NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING $600-580- 0 EVERY WEEK
Free Details: SASE to International Inc., 1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn. New York 11230
photo by Kami Marquardl
Kristine Hardesty Senior IS.
with marked intensity and believ-abilit- y.
. Her eyes questioned the
audience with her indecision, ask-
ing us what world we have chosen to
live in: the unhappy doldrums of
existence or the elevated realm of
dreams and desires. Lawrence was
like no fairy that you would want
taking your teeth from under your
pillow. Her eyes rolled ghoulishly,
and she danced around in wicked
delight. Almost schizophrenic was
her transition from a supposedly
innocent child to a spoiled seduc-
tress.
Inspired by the Russian film di-
rector Andrey Tarkovsky, Hardesty
gave William Butler Yeats a com-
pelling and daring, face-li- ft that
blended vivid characters with surre-
alistic circumstances. From the
opening scene when voices are heard
off-stag- e reciting in foreign dia-
logue, the audience is made aware
that this is not a play they are going
to fully comprehend at the moment
of curtain call, but one that will
bombard them with new ideas and
brilliant images which will never be
fully resolved.'Whetherihis adapta-
tion of a play so deeply rooted within
Celtic mythology and tradition was
able to bear relevance to our twenti-
eth century American world is a
question the audience had to ask
themselves.
Overall, everyone involved in the
production should be commended
for theirdaring willingness to present
this experimental and thought-pr- o
voking performance.
Dance Concert leaps onto the stage and out of doors
NAT MISSILDINE
A Two Door Dance Concert will
be presented tonight, Friday, Nov.
15, and tomorrow, Saturday, Nov.
1 6. The concert this year is held in
two separate locations, an outdoor
and a stage door concert.
A result of the cooperative efforts
of Wooster's Department of The-
atre and the Wooster Dance Com-
pany and coming under the direc-
tion of Kim Tritt, each day's perfor-
mances will begin at 7 p.m. starting
with the outdoor concert. Five cho-
reographers will present their dance
pieces for The Outdoor Dances"
portion of the evening near the main
entrance doors of the Flo K. Gault
Library for Independent Study.
Following the outdoor pieces, the
dancing continues inside of
Freedlander Theatre for the "Stage
Door Dances." Hot chocolate will
be served in the lobby of Freedlander
before the 8: 1 5 p.m. performance of
the nine choreographers who will
present their pieces on the stage.
This informal and experimental
concert has a wide range of pieces,
some which use props and others
which work the spoken word into
their pieces. The choreographers
are a diverse group as well, each
with varying levels of experience.
However, tickets for this concert are
presently sold out. General admis-
sion tickets are $6 each. Senior
citizen tickets are $2. College em-
ployee tickets are $3. Wooster stu-
dents are admitted free and tickets
for other students are $2.50.
"Other choreographers' and my-
self and decided to go outside to try
something new and provide an al-
ternative to the indoor concert be-
cause we had so many choreogra-
phers," said Ben Larson '97, who is
choreographing one of the outdoor
concerts. "We have run into some
hassles such as the cold weather and
providing our own equipment. But
I've enjoyed working outside and
I'm excited for the performance,"
said Larson about adapting to a dance
performance outside.
"As a choreographer, you always
have to put yourself in the shoes of
the dancer," remarked Dekila
Chungyalpa '97, who is a part of the
stage door portion, about her expe-
rience putting together a dance piece.-Othe- r
dancers have very specific
concerns. "I'm looking forward to
the concert, but I'm worried about
losing my tie in front of a sold-o- ut
crowd," said Bhavana Mody '99. If
you're like me, you're wondering
exactly what this means . Maybe we
should wait to see this weekend.
information compiled with help
from new services
The History Department and the
International Socialist Organization
invite you to
GENDER WARS
a conversation between Alphine Jefferson,
Karen Taylor, and a select audience
Thefirst in new series ofopen
conversations called
Life in the pit
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 20, 7:00 PM
LOVVRY PIT
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Expressionistic 1920s period drama in Machinal
KATY GELDRICH
"Machinal" ran last week.'opening on Thurs
day, and closing on Sunday. It was Erynn
Bell's senior theater I.S., and it ran in con-
junction with Kristine Hardesty's I.S.. "Land
of Heart's Desire." Terise Janca did the set
design for both shows as her senior I.S.
"Machinal" is based on the life of Ruth
Snyder, the first woman to be put to death in
the electric chair. The playwright, Sophie
Treadwell, was a reporter present at Snyder's
trial. She based the play on information from
the case.
"Machinal" was one of the plays read in a .
theater class last year. Bell said "When I was
looking for a play to direct for I.S. I went
through my oooKsneit. ;ne naa several
choices, but finally decided on "Machinal"
because "the story had depth. It was based on
a true story. ..I could dig deep into it and find
out things about it." One of the things she
researched was Snyder's last day. Bell thought
it was eerie how closely the final scene of the
play mirrored the actual last moments of
ftftackitoalf Parfonnar 6400CO
180 MHZI6MB RAMI.6GB8X CD-RO- M
15" dspiaWktyboard
Now $1,740
Communicate to the
Snyder's life.
"Machinal" is an expressionistic play, the
first one done on this campus in several years.
One of the main reasons Bell wanted to do it
was because she thought the message could
be universal and reach an audience here in
Wooster, despite being written in the 1920s.
"Not only was it good to have it done here, but
also the story really affects people...Everyone
in today's society is pressured to do things the
way society expects them to...Society looks
down on people who don't conform. But if
you don't follow your dream, you're going to
regret it and it will cause your downfall,
which is what happened to the young woman
in the play."
One of the most difficult things for Bell in
directing the play was "dealing with the ex-
pressionism, the distorted view of society.
The whole play is seen through the eyes of the
main character, so it doesn't matter what the
other people may have been like in real life,
because Snyder saw them as mechanical and
unfeeling." The play called for a lot of off-
stage voices and difficult monologues. "It
Work faster with it.
Simplify your life with it.
world with it.
Have fun with it.
n
was definitely a challenge for my first time
directing a full-leng- th play, but I'm glad I did
it. I had a great cast and a great crew, and I
think everyone had a lot of fun doing it."
Scenic designer Janca started working on
the play in conjunction with Bell last semes-
ter. The final set design was almost finished
over the summer. "Erynn and Kris had come
to me first semester last year and asked me to
design for their shows. The theater depart-
ment decided that it would be best for all of us
if I did that for my I.S." Janca and Bell are
both very pleased at how the productions
turned out.
There were no cues about the set in the
script. "A lot of my ideas came from books
about architecture, modern furniture, and other
scenic designers," said Janca. There was a lot
of shopping involved, she said: "Trips to
Cleveland to find pieces that were reasonably
priced for the right time period ( 1920-30- s art
deco). while still keeping in mind the whole
machinery theme in the set. It was hard to find
pieces to fit that theme." It was also hard to
find pieces that fit the stage because"it was
difficult working with the spatial limitations.
Scene pieces had to be cut because of size."
But Janca said it was still fun because "my
favorite part of the set was that things just kind
of turned into one another. That worked
really well, I liked how that turned out."
Kisa Lickert '98 was the sound designer
sound technician. She got involved with the
play because she was Erynn's roommate last
year. She liked the artistic aspect of sound
design best, "I really enjoyed finding the
music, and going through it with Erynn. Ev
erything was designed, from pre-sho- w, to
scene changes, to after the show. We went
from all female vocals in the beginning to all
male vocals at the end. ..the stage crew worked
very hard tostay within the timeconstraints of
the music." Crew members Craig Dorer '00,
Adam Howarth '00 and Dan Hatt '99 agreed
that it was difficult to stay within the time
constraints. Dorer said, "The most work was
getting the scene changes choreographed and
rehearsed enough so that we could complete
them efficiently." Another sentiment shared
by the crew was their sense of involvement
with the plot of the play; "The way the crew
acted was an integral part of the play, we
weren't just a bunch of people in black run-
ning around backstage" said Dorer.
Pete Anderson '96 did the lighting design.
His favorite part was "the disco ball from
Hell" that they used for scene changes to
"give a kind of mechanistic movement to the
lighting, tocompliment the crew moving very
robotically."
liana Brownstein '98 and Amanda Couture
'00 both liked the play. Couture thought it
was "double plus good!" Sheespecially liked
the "good choices of music that fit the themes
of the plays and made the transitions more
meaningful." Brownstein was very impressed
by the acting and directing; "I thought that all
the actors were really on the ball, especially
Heidi, and I thought Erynn did a good job of
carrying out her vision. It's a hard play
because everything has to be mechanized
except for Heidi's character. She has to be the
contrast. I think the entire cast and crew
carried it off very well.''
Wooster Symphony Orchestra
Holiday Pops
Nov. 22 and 23 in McGaw Chapel
Tickets picked up in advance are free to students and faculty
Available at Lowry Front Desk now
Complementary Tickets will NOT be available at the door.
Door Price:
General admission $8.00 Student admission $4.00
SAB EVENTS Nov.15-2- 1
Saturday
TRIP! ! ! Venture out to the Cleveland Museum ofScience. Departure time is 1 1:30 a.m.
from Lowry the cost is $5 (get your ticket LC Info Desk). You will return to campus
by 6:30 p.m.
The film this evening will be Beautiful Girls Mateer Auditorium, showing times
7:30 & 10:00 p.m., for only $1 !
Sunday
The classic film, A Clockwork Orange , will be shown 7:30 p.m. in Mateer
Auditorium. FREE! FREE! FREE!
Monday
Beginning today thru November 23, there will be an art exhibit showcasing the holiday
of Kwanzaa on the Art Wall in Lowry. Be sure to check it out!
Tuesday
The video. The American President , will be shown 8:00 p.m. in The College
Underground, FREE of charge. Remember to bring those cups to get free popcorn !
Weekend!
Your parents brought you to Woogels for Parent's Weekend . . .
We want to bring you back!!
yjuij one sandwich, get one free!
firing in this page (or the whole paper, for
that matter we'd like to read it!).
Offer expires 12131 196:
Open Mon.-Fr- i. 6 am 6 p.m. Sat. 6:30 a.m. 5 p.m. Sun. 7 a.m. 5 p.m.
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An International student's account of
commercialism in American athletics
Tarn takes aim at commerialism in sports in part two of "After the WJiistle
SAMUEL KOFI TAM
As a big-tim- e sports --fan from
abroad, I guess one of the things
that really shocked me was the
amount of advertising that takes
place here. With every sporting
event, the sport itself and the ath-
letes participating are heavily en-
dorsed by some company. You see
it everywhere you go: you can't
miss it! ! It comes to the point where
you get tired of it all.
From an international standpoint,
commercialism has completely
plagued sports in the U.S. as is
heavily reflected by the massive
advertising that takes place at any
sporting event that you go to. Some
of them are rather very asinine. For
example, the soccer league, in the
U.S., is sponsored mainly by Snick-
ers. On the clock of some fields
you would find something like. The
Snickers Watch of the Game. Hav-
ing watched many sporting events
just here in Ohio, I have noticed
some really stupid ones. Let's just
take a Cleveland Indians game for
example. Even the specific plays
are be i ng ad vertised. You have The
Ameritech Call to the Bullpen or
The Ameritech Bell Ringer Home
Run or The Office Max Home Run.
In the NBA we get things such as
the Chevrolet Player of the Day or
we have the NASDAQ Half-Tim- e
Report, the IBM Play of the Week,
the Miller Lite Player of the Game.
Will we eventually have the Hanes
Men's soccer hopes
JOE ALLEN
A losing season is not something
any team should aim for, but some-
times it happens and the team has to
learn from it. The 1996 men's
soccer team finished the season
with an overall mark of 6-- 12 and a
conference record of 3-- 5, placing
them 6th in the NCAC.
What makes this season so frus-
trating for those who watched the
team develop was the inability to
reach their potential. They came
back in August with a strong core
from last year's team, but inconsis-
tent play and the inability to score
goals hurt the team immensely
throughout the season.
Despite their losses, the team dis-
played grit and determination. They
gave it their all in every game. Fur-
ther, they played a formidable sched-
ule filled with nationally ranked
teams such as Kenyon and Bethany.
The team exemplified the dedica-
tion and hustle that characterizes the
Fighting Scot ideal. All players con-
tributed skills in an effort to win
Jock Strap Jock of the
Month?... need I continue?? Seri-
ously, what the heck is the point of
al I that?? 1 ! ! I ha ve to admit, that a bit
of the money made from some of
these ads do go to specific charities
and needy institutions but most of
them are just useless.
Furthermore, I think everyone (ih -
eluding Americans themselves) has '
noticed the over-commercializat- ion
that took place in the 1996 Atlanta
Games. This was the most heavily
endorsed sporting event that has ever
taken place. Every corporation ran
around paying insane amounts of
money just to declare themselves
"the official Olympic sponsors."
Feel like grabbing a quick bite while
you are down in Atlanta? Well, I
hope you were not craving a
Wendy's Big Bacon Classic burger
because at the Olympics,
McDonald's was the official fast
food joint. Oh, and while you are at
it, don't even think about getting a
Pepsi or a Mello-Yell- o with that Big
Mac because Coca-Col- a is the offi-
cial drink of the Olympics. Were
you thinking of paying for all your
purchases with a MasterCard? Well,
think again because Visa is the only
card accepted at the Atlanta Olym-
pics. Before you flew, you were
urged to keep in mind that Delta is
the official airline of the 1996 Olym-
pic Games. After a while it all gets
redundant and ridiculous. Like col-
umnist John Selke of Duke's The
Chronicle wrote, "Thank God
every match. Naturally, some play-
ers were looked to for scoring goals
or coming up with huge defensive
plays, but, overall, this team won
when they played most like a team
and lost when an individual player
tried to do too much.
Although no team enjoys a losing
season, the long-ter- m rewards can
be enormous. Many times, a losing
season serves as a wake-u- p call that
motivates players to work even
harderduring the off-seaso- n. More-
over, since every player is also a
student, the learning that comes
from losing season can last a life-
time. When you win all the time,
you start taking it for granted.
However, losing teaches us a lot
aboutourselvesand how we handle
adversity. I think this season taught
the men a great deal and should
help them next year.
Head Coach Graham Ford ex-
pressed many of these same points.
He emphasized the learning aspect
of this past season. He observed a
great deal of mental development
over the course of the season, as
Charmin has yet to be declared 'the
official toilet paper of the Olympic
athletes.' " Why would it not surprise
me if 1 saw a logo that said " 'Use
Charmin: All the Olympic athletes
wipe with us. " Honestly guys, what
does it really mean to be the "official
sponsor of the Olympic Games"??
- Wow, from what I see, I have to
'believe that every American athlete,
or team was sponsored by some-
thing. From an outsider's view, com-
mercialism had taken over the Olym-
pics and ruined the true Olympic
spirit. That's what leads me to be-
lieve that here in the States, athletes
play sports more for the money than
for the love of the sport. Nowhere
outside the U.S. will you ever see
commercialization to this extent. The
funny thing is that, Americans are
so used to this commercialism from
the excessive advertising that takes
place domestically, that most of them
don't even notice it anymore. It has
become second nature to them.
Personally, I don't think that spon-
sorship is a bad thing. In fact, I am
very much a supporter of it, but only
when it proves to be helpful. For
example, the Nigerian soccer team,
who were gold-medali- st in the Olym-
pics, received charity and financial
assistance when Nike agreed to spon-
sor them. But you don't see them
playing for Nike they play for
themselves, for their countries, but
with the support and aid of Nike (I
just chose Nike here as an example).
Many of the poorer countries would
for a bright future
Ford's optimism for next year was
evident when he commented, "Col-
lectively, we have become aware of
what we need to do to be the best and
to compete with the best."
In terms of the off-seas- on and the
non-traditio- nal season in the spring,
the men are going to work very hard
to prepare for the 1997 season.
You will see them in the weight
room increasing their strength, in
the gym improving their footskills,
and on the field bettering their
tactics. This increased dedication
to the soccer program will reap
huge rewards next fall with a more
focused, skilled team. This team
will be aiming for a good showing
in the NCAC, which translates into
good national showing.
Leadership is important to any
team, particularly in the off-seaso- n.
Adam Cornett '98 will serve a sec-
ond year as captain, along.with Steve
Postal '98, Brad Piei e '99, and Mike
Sestili '99. Hopefully, these fine
gentlemen will motivate the Fight-
ing Scots to reach that next level and
erase the difficult memories of the
yy
not even have been able to pay for
their tickets to Atlanta if they
.
weren't, In some way, helped fi-
nancially through endorsements
and so forth.. In such instances,
sponsorship has proven to serve its'
true purpose in enhancing the
Olympic spirit by increasing the
number of countries and partici-
pants and by helping different
sports develop in poorer countries.
I'-kno-
w from personal experi-
ence that Reebok annually sets up
basketball camps, run by famous
athletes and coaches (last year
Miami Heat's Pat Riley was in
Greece), across Europe where chil-
dren of all ages can come partake
and learn about basketball and the
benefits of the sport. Domestically,
Michael Jordan has gained recog-
nition for his role in the Nike pro-
gram P.L.A.Y. (Participate in the
Lives of American Youth), creat-
ing basketball courts made of re-
cycled tennis shoes in inner cities.
Commercialism in itself is not
bad. Although almost all the time
it is a ploy for corporations to fur-
ther increase their revenue, in many
cases it proves to be very useful,
beneficial and even educational.
However, it is my opinion that in
the United States, commercialism
is taken to the extreme. Everything
is just commercialized too much
and it has come to the point where
everyone depends on ii so much
that commercial ism has taken over
the world of sports and its values.
1996 season.
Although this recap has focused
on the team as a whole, certain play-
ers who were awarded All-NCA- C
honors deserve special recognition.
Sophomore midfielder Brad
Pierce'98 was named to the First-Tea- m
All-Conferen- ce, and defender
and co-capt- ain Bill Hubbard'97 was
named to the All-NCA- C Second-Tea- m.
The Scot's other captain,
Adam Cornett '98, along with goal-
keeper Paul Elliot '97, were both
honorably mentioned at the All-NCA- C
level. Congratulations to'
these outstanding gentlemen.
Next year's team will be really
exciting to watch. They have a
talented core returning for next year
that will hopefully minimize the
losses of seniors Paul Elliot, Eric
Lingenfelter, and Bill Hubbard.
With' hard work in the off-seas- on
and a strong recruiting class, .the
1997 men s soccer team will rise
from the ashes of this season and
restore the wiMens soccernninti Ira- -
please see.STREAK, page-1- 4
Scot
swimmers
swamp
schools
MONICA BRYM
KRISTIN RIKER
The Scot and Lady Scot swim-min- g
and diving teams opened their
dual-me- et season with two easy vic-
tories. Both teams defeated Mt.
Union in Alliance on Friday and
Wittenberg at home on Saturday.
With a strong victory over Mount
Union (140-70- ), the women were
barely challenged by the Ohio Ath-
letic Conference's powerhouse. -
"Lacking strong competition
made it difficult for our women to
rise to the level they hoped for on
Friday," said Wooster head coach
Keith Beckett. Even so, the Lady
Scots showed some excellent per-
formances, including the strong div-
ing of Wendy Vaerewyck '98. who
finished first on the 1 -- meter board
(207.45).
Other fine performances by the
women included triple-winne- r.
Stephanie MacMillan '99, who won
inthe 1000 freestyle (1 1:07.83). 100
freestyle (57:19) and the 400
freestyle relay, along with team-
mates Holly Bockbrader '99,
Monica Brym '98 and Kristin Riker
'97 (4:09.66).
In addiiion.Carolyn Firchack '00
was a triple winner in the 200
freestyle (2:05.64), 200 fly (2: 18.40)
and the 400 medley relay, along
with first-yea- rs Lindsay Murphy,
Jacquelyn Gray and Leah Becki
(4:24.30). Murphy was also a win-
ner in the 200 individual medley
(2:18.02) and the 500 freestyle
(5:37.31).
The men defeated Mount Union
by a large margin (134-98- ). '"High
point performances for the Scots
included a distance events sweep by
Dan Parker '98," said Beckett.
"Parker turned in the team's first
sub-fiv- e minute 500 freestyle of the
season (4:59. 76)."
Furthermore, Parker's 10:26.62
also took first in the 1000 freestyle.
Other strong showings included Ben
Chalot '98 in the 50 freestyle (22.50)
and Vince Dalchuk '98 in the 200
backstroke (2:06.29).Tony Panigutti
'97, with a victory on both the 1-m- eter(
1 95.95)and 3-me- ter (1 83.45)
diving boards, was a double winner
for the Sects.
On Saturday, the Scots and Lady
Scots dominated in their first North
Coast Athletic Conference meet of
the year. Out-performi- ng the Tigers
in every event, the men's final score
was 132-5- 8 and die women's was
1 29-6- 4. ' We wanted Wittenberg to
.
please- - see WET ONE. page 14
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Tigers tip football team's title try
JAMES ROLLER
Wooster's football program has
teetered on the bri nk of greatness for
much of the 1 996 season. Earlier in
the season, the Scots nearly knocked
off nationally ranked Allegheny.
Last Saturday the second national
power of the NCAC challenged the
Scots. Wittenberg came in with a 7- -I
record, the only loss being to Al-
legheny. In the end, the Scots could
not hold on to an early lead, falling
to the host Witts 21-1- 3. The loss
dropped the Scots to 6--3 (5-- 2 NCAC)
with one game remaining.
Wooster was first to break i nto the
scoring column. After recovering a
Witt fumble. Rich Judd 99 and
Brock Wanless '00 took the Scot
offense toward the goalline. Wanless
picked up a first down, then Judd
found Reggie Ray '00 on a short
screen pass that Ray took 5 1 yards
for a Scot Touchdown. The touch-
down. Ray's second in as many
games, put the Scots ahead 6-- 0. Will
Schober '00 added the extra point
for a 7--0 Scot advantage.
After a big stand by its defense,
the Witt ofTense got on track. Marcus
Booker and Aaron Powers took ad-
vantage of Wittenberg's massive
front line to pick up yardage. Pow-
ers broke free from 23 yards out for
the Tigers first touchdown. The
Scots maintained the lead at 7-- 6
when they blocked the extra point
Wet one
continued from page 13
know they should not take Wooster
lightly, said Beckett "Dominating
with a first second and third place
sweep in six events by both teams,
the results were an indication of that
statement
Exceptional performances for
the women included the double
event win by Jenny Diehl '99 in
the 1000 freestyle (1 1:28.47) and
in the 500 freestyle (5:34.09). In
the 200 freestyle. MacMillan
(2:00.98) and Becki (2:02.89) fin-
ished first and second, respec-
tively. Demonstrating that she is a
potential national qualifier. Becki
also took the 200 fly with a time of
2:16.67.
Our divers began the conference
dual meet season with strong per-
formances on the 1 -- meter board,
said Beckett. Eric Haschke's 97
performance today earned him an
initial qualification for the national
meet.
A third sweep of distance events
this weekend came with sophomore
Robbie King's double win in the
1000 freestyle (10:44.27) and the
500 freestyle (5: 1 2.7 1 ). In addition,
Parker had a strong win in the 200
fly (2:04.33) while sprinter Andrew
Wunderley 97 won the 50 freestyle
(22.62).
The Tigers took advantage of their
first break on their next possession.
The Scot secondary broke down as
Powers took the ball from the Witt
39 yard line and scampered 6 1 yards
for the go-ahe- ad score. Once again.
Wittenberg could not get an extra
point, as their two-poi- nt pass fell
incomplete. The momentum, how-
ever, had clearly shifted from the
Scots as the first half ended.
Witt attacked early in the second
halfas they took advantage ofexcel-
lent field position. Beginning at the
Scot 47 yard line, the Witts took ad-
vantage of two big plays to set up
another score. Russ Fedyk found
Shaun Brown for back to back 20
plus yard gains, the second a 26 yard
touchdown. Once again, the Tigers
were unable to tack on any extra
points, leaving the score at 18-- 7 in
favor of Wittenberg.
The Scots answered gut check
time with a drive that kept their
upset hopes' alive on the ensuing
drive. With passes to Matt Mahaffey
'00. David Yokley and Wanless,
Judd drove the Scots 71 yards on
seven plays and 3:10. Steve Johnson
'97 caught the capper, an eight yard
pass for a Scot Touchdown. Unfor-
tunately Judd's quarterback keeper
was not successful, keepi ng the score
at 18-1-3.
The third quarter was a battle
fought in the trenches as neither
team was able to grasp the momen
Triumph
continued from page 16
of the finer points of the season.
This tournament was held in Depauw
from Nov 2-- 3. Wooster won 2-- 0 ,
after beating Kenyon 2-- 1 and
DePauw4-- 0. Meg McLaughlin '98
summed up the season as a good one
overall for all members of the team
and for Meese since she became the
winningest coach ever in the history
of field hockey at Wooster. Ewig
was happy with her performance, and
she said that the players played well as
a team and this season has been a big
accomplishment for them.
The best thing about the season was
that players performed as a unit and
gave their best in the worst of times.
This is the mark of a true team. Ewig
finished with 17 goals and 11, assists
and Moore tallied 16 goals and two
assists to finish third and sixth, re-
spectively in the NCAC. Harrison,
who came back this season after an
absence of two years, seemed in im-
peccable form. McLaughlin had seven
goals and three assists for her senior
farewell season. Brenda Bakweshga
98, Heather Heitsenrether 98 and
Jamie DiFabrizio '98 played ex-
tremely well too as the NCAC's lead-
ing defensive line. Next season the
team will miss Harrison. Sprong and
Ewig who all ended their marvelous
careers with Lady Scots.
Sports
tum. The Tigers nearly put the game
out ofreach midway through the fourth
quarter when they drove down to the
Scot four yardline. However, the Scot
defense stiffened, forcing Witt toseale
for the field goal and a 2 1 -- 1 3.
The Scots were unable to put the
ball in the end zone for the potential
tying score on their final two pos-
sessions. The first drive was ended
when Judd had his pass intercepted
by Witt's Greg Murphy. After hold-
ing Witt to a three and out, Wooster
gave their final effort After Wanless
rushed for an initial first down, the
Scot offense was unable to penetrate
the Witt defensive line. On fourth
down, Judd was sacked, fumbling the
ball away as well. Despite another
good effort the Scots came up short
against a national powerhouse.
This week represents another cru-
cial game for the Scots. Despite hav-
ing sealed a winning season, a loss to
Ohio Wesley an would represent only
a one game improvement over 1 995.
Secondly third place in the NCAC is
up for grabs in the final game of the
season. The winner of the Ohio
Wesleyan game will claim third place
in the conference, known as one of
DivisionED'sinostdifficult This will
be the final chance for fans to pay their
respects to a team that has brought
Scot Pride back to Wooster football.
Kick-of- f is scheduled for 1 :30 p.m. at
John P. Papp Stadium.
stats courtesy News Services
Streak
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dition of Fighting Scot soccer.
Finally, this season was a learn-
ing experience for all, including me.
I learned the power of the pen, when
used inappropriately, sometimes
comes back to haunt you. As a
writer, I matured over the course of
the past two seasons and I would
like to thank Coach Ford and the
men's soccer team for helping me
deve I op as a journalist I would also
like to thank all ofyou who read my
soccer articles over the past two
years and I hope that the Voice will
continue the tradition of quality re-
porting on Fighting Scot soccer that
I have tried to uphold and extend.
Thanks!
James won't be
editing Sports
anyjnoreDp
youwanito?
' Ifyou are interested in the posi-
tion of Sports Editor for the sec-
ond semester, submit a 'letterjof
intent and a writing sample to
C-2019byTuesday.N-
ov.19. Call
James Koller at X3208 for more
information. ' : V " " " . . ' ,
Siili Paska
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College Bowl crown
AARON RUPERT
A crowd of forty gathered to watch
two teams of intellectual giants locked
in mortal combat as the finals of the
College Bowl were played in Lowry
Center pit Wednesday at 7 p.m. After
a grueling Sunday of double elimina-
tion play, the teams of The Outlaws
and Siili Paska fought for this year's
crown. Siili Paska finally triumphed
over The Outlaws, but not without an
exciting and dramatic fight
Siili Paska was undefeated
throughout the tournament Under
double elimination rules. Siili Paska
had to lose two matches for the Out-
laws to be defeated, putting Siili
Paska team members Sam Lincoln
'99, Douglas Weiser 99 and Jason
Crawford '00 in the stronger posi-
tion. The Outlaws, consisting of
Todd Seney, Ben Mizer and Bryan
Dade '99s. had lost one match on
Sunday.
Siili Paska, in the stronger posi-
tion, had less to worry about "I'm
going to give them and evil mania-
cal scare, scaring the hell out of
takes the
them," said Crawford about the
Siili Paska strategy.
The first match definitely pleased
the crowd, as the Outlaws domi-
nated Siili Paska. The score at the
half was 85 for the Outlaws and 25
for Siili Paska, and the margin was
considered throughout the match.
After the first match, it was
anybody's game as The Outlaws
and Siili Paska went into the second
round. The Outlaws aggressive
style in part worked against them,
as they cut in to questions too early,
missed the answer, took the five
point penalty and left the answer
for Siili Paska to pick up. After
the half it was Siili Paska 1 1 0-5- 5.
The Outlaws still had one more
fight in them though, as they ral-
lied through the final half of play
to cut it to a 30 point margin.
Mizer cut off three questions in a
row. But, the effort was not
enough, as The Outlaws missed a
few final cut-o- ff attempts that al-
lowed Siili Paska to hold their
lead and win the match, with an
official score of 160--1 15.
Hair Designers
& Tanning
424 N. Market, Wooster, Ohio (330) 263-446- 4
Treat yourself!
Six tanning visits
for only $10.00
Please bring coupon for discount
Offer expires 113096.
We carry Nexxus,
Paul Mitchell, Biolage
and Nioxin
hair care products.
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Ghafoor reflects on the record breaking Lady Scot soccer team
CH. ISHTIAQ GHAFOOR
A seasoned old bear hunter was
once approached by an energetic
young reporter and asked if he'd
ever had any narrow escapes. The
hunter's eyes narrowed as he looked
indignantly at the stranger. "Young
man," he replied, "if there were any
narrow 'scapes, the bears 'ad "em."
And so it goes for the Lady Scot
soccer team. All season they notched
up victory after victory yet in the
end Heidelberg escaped with a nar-
row win to deny Wooster any fur-
ther progress in the national cham
pionships. But that ending does noth-
ing to diminish the fact that the
Ladies put up a tremendous perfor-
mance all season to return figures of
18-- 3 overall. This thrust them to a
nationwide ranking of 1 2. a far cry
from the 30-somethi- ng that they
started this season on. In the NCAC
they stcxnl undefeated at 8-- 0 and
carried thechampionshipcrown. All
this was possible through an amaz-
ing 43-go- aI difference (52 for. 9
against').
Individually, the stats speak for
themselves: goalkeeepers Denise
Drescher '97 and Leah Dwyer '99
combined for 14 shutouts and goal-per-ga- me
averages of 0.2 and 0.6
respectively. Consequently they are
ranked 1 and 2" in the NCAC.
Becky Kolshor '00 got her name Tn
the record books by scoring 1 5 goals
and becoming only the second Lady
Scot ever to do so.
All this and more from a team that
began this season still shaky from
last fall'sdisappointments when they
finished 7th in the NCAC and their
highest goalscorer could only man-
age a paltry total of four' goals all
season!
No one
would guess
this from their
recent exploits
though. They
played with
confidence and
vitality and
outclassed
many an oppo-ne- nt
with their
bewitching
ball t posses-
sion. Their
midfield play
was definitely
the highlight of
the season --
with crisp
passes and in
telligent move- - v"
ment. they
made it look all so easy. Even under
pressure they would not allow their
rhythm to falter; home fans would
be half-screami- ng at the defense to
boot the ball upfield but they would
proceed to play it out of danger --
always in possession, always in con-
trol.
Agreed that none of this may
sound new or distinctive to the avid
soccepfan. but thejaft that it was
done afthis level with such selfless
grace made it a joy to watch.
This is, of course, a testament to
the hard work put into pre-seas- on
training by Coach David Brown and
assistant Jane Wildman. They are to
be credited for the way they pre-
pared the team to spring right back
from a bad season. All aspects of the
team and their match performance
Men's cross country
competes in regionals
DAVE VVALKENHORST
Last Saturday's NCAA Regional
Cross Country Championship meet
at Otterbein College was a strong
finish to the season for the three
i individuals who qualified for this
i meet. Coach Rice felt that "it was a
great achievement for Willie Drexler
!
'97. Josh Baird '98 and Andrew
I Dawson '99 to qualify as individu-- i
als for this meet. All three ran com-
petitively to end the season."
Lady Scot volleyball:
heart, soul and more
continued from page 16
squad in digs. Why te, with 3 1 4 saves,
was a strong point in the Scots'
young defense. Her strong setting
also aided the Scots, and by the end
of the year she had amassed 423
assists. AcelebratedWoosterspiker,
Whyte's hard work ethic and dedi-
cation to team success will also be
missed when she graduates in May.
Jenny Schroeder 99 was anothe.r
force who aided in turning around a
slow start. Playing in 110 games,
Schroeder demonstrated her dura-
bility and was particularly effective
when serving the ball. Her serve
percentage of .970 was the best on
the team.and she finished with 353
of her 364 serves getting over the
net. In addition, she added 28 aces.
The Lady Scots also gained im-
pressive new players this season:
including Mary Centric, Mandy
Rearick and Trisha Wiles. Centric
and Rearick, showing promise in
many situations this season, should
prove valuable next year. Rearick's
presence in front of the net will add
some blocking to the Scots game,
and Centric will hopefully add to
her 38 kills from this season. Wiles
will be one of the team leaders next
year, even though it will be only her
second year of college ball. Leading
the team in both games played and
setting. Wiles should be one of the
Scots' considerations when the post
season honors are given out. Along
with Wiles, Paige Stanton'98 should
step up next season, after showing
her defensive skill with a team high
of 32 digs against Hiram earlier in
the season.
The Lady Scots indeed displayed
improvement in terms of both team
and individual performance. Dur-
ing the matches with their oppo-
nents such as Case Western Reserve
and Bethany, the Lady Scots showed
their heart and ability to come to-
gether as a team. And even though
this season marked the last for Zuro
and Whyte, the Lady Scots look to
the future, hoping to build on their
new talent and overwhelming heart.
In Saturday's 8000 meter (5
mile) race, Drexler finished first
for the Scots for 56th place overall,
in a time of 27: 1 4. Josh Baird '98
placed 93rd in a time of 27:56. and
Dawson placed 102nd in a time of
28:04. This caps off a great career
for Drexler. the Scots' top per-
former week in and week out. As
for Baird and Dawson, they will
form a powerful nucleus for next
season when the entire team aims
fortheNCACs.
bearwitness: increased filness(nine
ladies played all 21 games this sea--son- ):
better group balance (equal
number of players from all classes):
and an eye on the future (the current
playing style does not overly-de-pen- d
oh any one player).
Wooster began the season with a
stumble, losing at home to Heidel-
berg in their very first match. Ironi-
cally, their next defeat then came in
the season's last match when they
lost I -- 0 to Wilmington. In between,
there were some great games, such
as the 7-- 0 whopping of poor John
CarrollonSept.il.
Howeverrthe Wooster Voice vote
for Best Match goes to the encoun-
ter with arch-riva- ls Kenyon on Sept.
Airborne
weekend
forCC
continued from page 16
104th was Beth Shell '98 (21 :46).
One of Rice's refrains is the team
effort displayed by his runners over
the season and over the years. He
said. "This is a big thing... espe-
cially for the seniors who have stuck
together for four years to make it
this far." It is the hard work per-
formed and sacrifices made for the
sake of the team which make him
confident that his team is one of the
best in the nation. Now, they finally
have a chance to prove it.
Times were slow on the regional
course, which may have been longer
than the standard 5K. The team
hopes to drop their times and set a
precedent for a strong showing by
Wooster in national competition.
The NCAA Division III Champion-
ships are tomorrow at Augustana
College in Rock Island, Illinois.
28. The Lady Scots won that match
2-- 1, but the final score belies the
impeccable man-- "
ner in which they
executed that vic-
tory.
And now, la-
dies and gentle-
men, the part
you've all been
w a i t i n g
for. ..(actually
you can't fiave
been waiting too
long as I just in-
vented it right
now!) Anyway.
The Wooster
Voice is proud to
present "The John
Bull Player of the
Year Awards."
John Bull reports
' from across the
Atlantic:
"As is the usual manner. I must
first let you know what a gi-normou- sly
difficult task it was for
me to finalize thisTop-- 5 list. In fact",
it was so bloomin' hard that it was
only justified to give an "Honorable
Mention' to every other player on
the team. So here they are, along
with literary critiques:
Honorable Mention: Everyone
else (and the coaches, and the fans,
and the swimming team, and R. "R"
Stanton Hales, and Lowry steaks. ! .)
5 Greer Spicer: A true de-
fender at heart (whatever that
means.) She wop the vote over
better-skille- d players just, by her
sheer determination and commit-
ment on the pitch.
"Inspirational!"
Harper's Catarrh
4 Denise Drescher: 0.2 goals-per-ga- me
'keeper. Howzat!
"...Denise Drescher is lumi-
nous.. ."" To Lolita On Her1 37 th
Birthday
3 Annie Gillespie: Took some
time settling in - but then went on to
blast 10 goals! The Lady Scots
realised just how valuable she is
when injury sidelined her for the
last two games... they lost both.
" Provocative... ooops! sorry. 1
meant thought-provoking..- ."
Brothers Forever (joint puhli
cation of TurnerMurdoch Inc.)
2 Becky Koishor: Just pipped
for the 1 spot! This freshman scor-
ing sensation fell Ust one goal shy
of breaking the all-tim- e record. But
she still has three ears to break
many others ...including "Sounds
of the 50s in my roommates collec-
tion.
"Superb all-roun- d skills, explo-
sive speed and a booming shot."
The Wooster Voice --
International Edition
1 Kelly James: Th-.- 1 engine thct
drives the Wooster tanks. Kelly
needs no introduction. Not only has
she held the defense together, but
she integrated its role with the
midfield to serve as a launching pad
for attacks.
"As they say, solid as a rock..."
Bob On The Dole (a G. O. P.
weekly)
So there you have it. Till next
season, play hard and pray hard --
"soccer is a religion."
John Bull
Beat the Experts
Week Ten
Games of the Week
Penn State at Michigan Green Bay at Dallas
Georgia at Auburn
Nebraska at Iowa State
Purdue at Northwestern
Wisconsin at Iowa
VA Tech at Miami (FL)
California at Oregon
Arkansas at Tennessee
UCLA at Arizona
South Carolina at Florida
Baltimore at San Francisco
Miami at Houston
Denver at New England
Chicago at Kansas City-Washingto-n
at Philadelphia
Jacksonville at Pittsburgh
Cincinnati at Buffalo
Carolina at St. Louis
Seattle at Detroit
Tie Breaker
Temperature at Wooster-OW- U game time, in degrees
Fahrenheit: .
Name
Box No. Ext.
Please submit to the Voice box in Lowry or email to
ko99jwl3by Saturday 12 noon
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Lady Scots
VVASI HASSAN
The Lady Scot field hockey team
ended one of iheir best seasons ever
on Nov. 8, after losing to Cortland
State in the first round of the NCAA
Championships. It was the first
time in ten years that the Lady Scots
made it to the NCAA Tournament.
Their opponent was Cortland State,
vho was a favorite to win. How-
ever the Lady Scots put up a brave
fight. The main battle was fought
between Wooster goalie Susanah
Sprong '97 and the Cortland for-
wards. Sprong made 19 goal saves
alone in the first half, which was the
perfect testament to the team's forti-
tude. Sprong has played a major role
in the team'soutstanding performance
this season, and as coach Brenda
Meese puts it "Sprong had an incred-
ible season and a great last game."
Sprong has been the super stopper for
the Lady Scots through her career.
In the first half the Cortland side
dominated the game. Sprong how-
ever, kept hanging in there with the
never say die spirit. Due to Sprong s
goalkeeping and the defense's team-
work, the game remained scoreless,
until half time. In the early moments
of the second half the Lady Scots
conceded their first goal. Just when
seven minutes were remaining, the
Cortland team managed to pierce
Lady Scot
JULIE HECK
Today they may very well be
trudging through the snow. But on
Saturday, they were flying.
The women's cross country team
made Wooster history last Saturday
as they became the first Lady Scot
cross country team ever to qualify to
the national meet. Two weeks after
capturing the NCAC title, the team
claimed one of just two national
qualifying spots at the Great Lakes
Regional Championships.
Wooster's top seven competed in
Saturday's meet hosted by Otterbein
College. At first, it threatened to be
a case of deja vu for the nervous
team. They awoke to rain turning to
snow ominously reminiscent of
the morning of regionals one year
ago. when rain turned to blizzard-lik- e
conditions. The driving snow
and bitter cold unnerved more than
one runner, and the Scots finished
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Tomorrow individual nationals at
field hockey finishes as
the Scot defense successfully to
score their next goal. The third and
final goal came through a penalty
corner in the dying moments of the
game. The scoreline indicates that
the Lady Scots were outplayed; how-
ever, they gave one of their best
performances of the season.
Coach Brenda Meese seemed ex-
tremely happy with the way the team
played this season. She said that the
season got off to a perfect start for
the Lady Scots when they won the
Oneonta tournament. She pointed
out Sprong's performance in the last
game and also her superb penalty
save against Ohio Wesleyan earlier
in the season. Meg McLaughlin
'98, Katie Ewig '97, Sarah Harrison
97 and Marissa Moore 00 were
sighted as major contributors in the
teams awesome success this season.
According to Meese the victories
against Wittenberg and OW on their
turf were the highlights of the sea-
son. Meese said that the team was a
mixture of youth and experience,
but the junior and senior leadership
on the team certainly paid off divi-
dends. Assistant Tamra Barnes was
pleased with the way the team played
this year. Barnes mentioned that
going to nationals was one of the big
goals of the team before the start of
the season. She said achieving this
goal was the result of team effort
CC soars at
eighth, disappointingly far off of
national qualifying pace.
Not so this year. The snow sub-
sided, and the cold was. . .well, bear-
able. And the Scots focus never
wavered from the team goal as they
out-rac- ed 22 teams from Ohio, Indi-
ana and Michigan.
Wooster finished second to 3-ran- ked
Calvin College, who won
easily with 55 points. Wooster's
111 points were sufficient to defeat
perpetual rivals Baldwin Wallace
(!29)andKenyon(l31).
Trie Scots scoring five crossed
the finish line within half a minute
of each other. Beth Huffman '99
"obviously ran an outstanding race,"
according to coach Dennis Rice, to
finish eleventh in 20:02. He added,
"She was very focused and deter-
mined to run well for the team."
Ellen Freeman 97 was just a few
steps behind, running the best race
of her collegiate career to finish
The
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Augustana (Rock Island. IL)
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Brenda Meese led the field hockey
and the determination of them. The
first team and junior varsity worked
hard, and they played under chal-
lenging conditions. Oustanding mo-
ments of the season as seen by Barnes
regionals
14th in 20:08.
Michelle Poole 97 was next for
the Scots in 19th (20:11), finishing
strong after struggling midway
through the race. Despite some
breathing problems, she "stayed
focused to perform well for the
team effort." said Rice.
Julie Heck 97. 30th in 20:24 also
ran a solid race. And in an impres-
sive c&fheback from health prob-
lems which have plagued her since
June, Emily Gorka finished 35th in
20:29. For someone accustomed to
being a frontrunner, "she has shown
a total commitment to the team in
the face of personal adversity," said
Rice.
Another senior who will complete
an excellent cross country career at
the national meet is Molly Metz,
98th in 21:38. Not far behind in
please see AIRBORNE WEEK-
END FOR CC, page 15
upcoming vyeek in Sports:
FOOTBALL (6--3; 5--2 NCAQ
Tomorrow Ohio Wesleyan, 1 :30 p.m.
Regional Champions
team to the Regional Championship
were the victories against Denison
and Wittenberg, finishing second in
the NCAC with an 8--4 mark and then
playing in the nationals. "
The Lady Scots finished with a
A Uttle heart 311(1 soul
Despite record, Lady Scot old and
new guards have
LUKE LINDBERG
As the Lady Scot volleyball squad
opened their season, it was difficult
to determine how the team was go-
ing to do. Led by a stellar senior
class, the Lady Scots were looking
to mold their strong first-ye- ar re-
cruiting group while tackling a tough
schedule at the same time. Two and
a half months and thirty-thre- e
matches later, the volleyball team
had managed to do both. After stum-
bling out of the starting blocks, the
Lady Scots soon became more com-
fortable with each other, and by
mid-seas- on they were showing
themselves and the rest of their
schedule the impressive teamwork
essential to a winning squad.
The clear leaders of the team are
both seniors. One, Carrie Zuro, is
SWIMMING & DIVING
Today at Allegheny Invitational, 6 p.m.
Tomorrow at Allegheny Invitational
photo by Matt Dilyard
title and a berth in nationals.
15-- 6 record compared to last year's
9-7-
-2 overall and 6-- 6 NCAC record.
The Midwest victory was also one
please see TRIUMPH, page 1
reasons forpride
one of the most celebrated player id
Wooster history, and by the end ot
the season, she had amassed over
1,000 digs and 1,000 kills for her.
collegiate career. This season alone
she piled up 237 kills and 451 digsJ
She lead the team in both catego-
ries, her high in kills being 1 8 in one
match against Walsh on October 9.
And even when things were not go-
ing the Scots' way, Zuro's heart was
still in the game. Leading the team
on and off the court, Zuro was the
squad's catalyst this season and will
be sorely missed next year.
Manama Whyte '97 was the other
force behind the Lady Scots strong
teamwork. Finishing second on the
please see LADY SCOT VOL-
LEYBALL: HEART.SOUL
AND MORE, page 15
